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By Dott Mattot , 
This year's academic calendar' 
will cause billini? and academic 
problems for students, according 
to Registrar Stephanie Thomas. 
Thomas and Business Adminis-
trator Thomas Harvey also said 
the calendar will cause work 
overloads in the Registrar's and 
Billing Offices. 
The calendar, changed from 
last year, makes the spring 
semester one week shorter and 
allows only three weeks for' 
semester break, as compared to 
five weeks last year. 
Thomas said the calendar will 
not give students enough time to 
choose their second semester 
courses and will cause suspended 
students to pay their bills un-
necessarily. 
Harvey said the calendar will 
cause students to pay their bills 
earlier than usual. 
Physics Professor and Chair-
man of the Academic -Senate 
Robert Simpson said the 
Senate 's Calendar a11u 
Curriculum Committee will give 
"a specific suggestion for a new 
calendar to the senate " 






University System is sued 
for civil rights violations 
By Kate McClare 
The University System is being 
sued on two charges of sex dis-
crimination and one religious dis-
crimination case, according to 
University System Lawyer 
Joseph Millimet. 
Other University officials re-
fused comment on-the suits . 
Millimet said UNH English 
professor Annette Kolodny is 
suing UNH for sexual and re-
ligious discrimination (Kolodny 
is Jewish). He said Keene State 
College professor Christine 
Sweeney sued Keene for sex dis-
crimination and won last year, 
but the college is appealing that 
decision. 
Millimet said most of the civil 
rights cases "have been disposed 
of one way or another. " 
A complaint brought against 
Channel 11 by one . of their 
workers, Patricia Broderick, has 
been settled and so has a sex dis-
rri mi nation snit ;:ig;:iim:t UNH by 
Counselling and Testing Center 
counsellors Judy Palmer and 
Barbara Brockelman, said Mil-
limet. 
Millimet said Brockelman and 
Palmer were originally hired as 
counsellors but were performing 
as psychologists. They sought ad-
justment in their pay to co~pE:n-
sate for this . " I didn 't handle the 
case, so I don't remember" .the 
specifics of the case, said Milli-
met, but Brockelman and Palmer 
won it. 
Millimet said he could not com-
ment on Broderick's sex discrim-
ination complaint against Chan-
nPI 11 
"Both sides issued a statement 
to the press saying they were sat-
isfied with the outcome" and 
agreed not to comment, he said. 
Millimet said such cases cost 
the University System "a con-
siderable amount of money," but 
did not know exactly how much. 
He said amounts that parties 
· sue for are small but "people 
take them very seriously . In-
dividual rights are a luxury only 
a very rich society can afford. " 
" It's not a question of how 
mu'-n money they are suing for ," 
he said. "It's a vindic<i1tion of 
their rights. They say they would 
have been promoted sooner if 
they had been men. The Univer-
sity feels equally strongly that it 
does not discriminate against 
women. ' ' 
. Millimet said the only suits 
brought against the University 
System have been "women 's 
rights " cases. He said the Kolod-
ny case is the only one which is 
awaiting trial. 
Though Millimet said he could 
not discuss the "merits of the 
cases '' he said of the Kolodny 
case, "Dr. Kolodny sued every-
body in sight. She was suing 
about fifty people--all the senior 
members of the English Depart-
ment, the Trustees , the Presi-
dent , and I think the Dean. We 
took the position tha t she couldn 't 
sue all those people--only the 
Trustees and the University it-
self. We have had a hearing in 




USA It was a festive Halloween yesterday and over in Williamson Hall the bobby of the day was cutting jack o'lanterns. (Art Illman photo) According to System Ad-ministration Director Arthur 
CIVIL RIGHTS, page ~s 
By Mark R. Stevens 
"New Hampshire ranks 50th in 
the nation in state appropriations 
for higher education, according 
to data compiled by M. M. 
Chambers, professor of educa-
tional administration at Illinois 
State University. 
The lack of state funding 
"hurts the students more than the 
University,'' according to Direct-
or of the New Hampshire Uni-
versity System Budgets Edward 
Smith. 
The state provides 28 per cent 
of the University System's two-
year budget, or $52 million, 
according to Allan Prince, vice 
provost for budget and admini-
stration. 
According to Chambers' s.tudy, 
New Hampshire ranks 50th in 
amount of state funds for 1977-78, 
and 50th in state f undi~ per 
capita and state fundiryg per 
$1,000 personal income for 
1977-78. 
The study ranks New Hamp-
shire 49th in per cent increase 
in appropriations from 1975-76 to 
1977-78. ' · 
The data appeared in {he Oct. 
25 edition of The Chronicle of 
Higher Education. : 
"If costs are not catried by 
; the state they are borne by the 
student," said Smith. . 
"There is a direct relationship 
between the amount of money 
that the legislature is able to 
supply and the tuition, " ' said 
1 University President Eugene 
Mills. 
''Students are going to be 
paying higher tuition than they 
otherwise would," said Richard 
Morse, chairman of the Univer-
sity Board of Trustees finance 
FUNDS, page 7 
Parking 
Parking woes are still 
reality for many stu- , 
dents on campus. For 
a look at a campus-
wide survey, turn to 
page 2. 
Simpson wants more scholarships 
awarded on basis of academics 
· By Jayne Sears "We should consider a finan-
Less that one -per cent of all cial aids policy in which aid 
scholarships and grants at UNH based on scholastic merit. .. . ap-
are awarded on -the basis of proaches parity with the aid 
scholastic merit, according to based on athletic merit." said 
Academic Senate Chairman Simpson. 
Robert Simpson, a physics "We give fewer dollars based 
professor. on academirs than we give to 
"Surely this is inconsistent . athletics." said Simpson. "I think 
with the goals of a university," the attiletic program here is 
said Simpson in his opening superb, but I would like to see·ex-
remarks to the senate last week. cellence in other areas rewarded 
Simpson plans to introduce ~ 
proposal to the senate which 
would reallocate financial aid 
funds to provide more academic 
scholarships. 
also. We have to consider these 
other merits to • enrich the 
University community .. 
"I don't think we ~q_oold cut in-
to athletic scholarsfiips," said 
Simpson, "There are other items 
WSBE dinner 
This past weekend 
guests of WSBE took 
a journey through the 
past in the Granite 
State Room of the 
MUB. Page IO. 
/ 
that could be reallocated.' ' 
" I think we should get away 
from what I regard as excessive 
reliance of need in awarding aid. 
Ideally. I would like to see poor 
but talented students awarded 
scholarships," said Simpson. 
Simpson defined the goals of 
the University as, "to educate . 
students to frontiers of 
knowledge in fields essential to 
live in a complex world. We can 
not do this unless thought is given 
to excellence. We need to train 
and educate students so they can 
analyze complex problems and 
GRANTS, page 4 
Upset 
Most football obser-
vers thought UNH 
would be able to beat 
Rhode Island Satur-
day, but it didn't turn 
ou't that way as the 
Cats were upset, 21-20. 





The deadline to opt for the student health fee and the student in-
sura_nce program_at Hood Hou~e has been extended, according to 
David Regan, assistant to the director of health services. 
Regan said students will be able to purchase the health cover-
age between Wednesday Nov. 2 and Wednesday Nov. 9 at Hood 
House. 
"After talking with Richard Stevens (vice provost for student 
affairs) it w~s agreed that a one-time open enrollment period 
would be held;" Regan said. H~ said that the high number of stu-
dents who were confused about their individual coverage made 
the extension necessary. 
Hood House will be open between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday 
through Friday during the one week period. No payment will be 
accepted after Nov. 9 Regan said. 
Regan said the health fee will be prorated at $5 for the rest of , 
the semester. The insurance coverage will remain priced at $34, , 
but will cover the student through the beginning of school next 
year. 
Cla.lll8hell Congre88 
The Cl~mshell Alliance will hold a "Clamshell Congress" 
Nov. 4-6 m Putney. Vermont, ac~ording to an alliance news 
release. 
The Congress will discuss plans to halt construction of the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant, public education, alternative 
energy development, and internal organization. 
The_ alliance is a coalition of local New England groups 
opp_osmg nuclear power and promoting conservation and alter-
native energy systems such as solar and wind power. 
. l{i_chard Gro_ssman. director of the national organization 
Environmentalists for Full Employment. will speak at the . Con-
gress . 
Car accident 
Two UNH students were injured. one seriously, when their 
Triumph convertible flipped over on Pettee Brook Lane in down-
town Durham at 6:20 p.m . Friday night. 
Thecar 'sdriver, David W. Dutton, 20, of the Old Madbury 
Apc:1rtments in Dover , is in stable but guarded condition at 
Wentworth-Douglass Hospita) ·in Dover. Dutton underwent surgery 
for mterna1 mJunes. 
The passenger, William Andrews, 20, of Christensen Hall 
Rm. 439, was treated for minor abrasions and released. 
Dr. Harvey J. Myers , a passerby at the time of the accident, 
treated both students at the scene and aided in their delivery 
to the hospital. 
Police are investigating the accident. No charges have been _ 
filed . 
The weather 
The National Weather Service predicts clear, sunny weather 
today and tomorrow. Low temperatures tonight will reach the 
20s. 
Temperatures today and Wednesday will be near 60. Probabil-
ity of precipitation today is O per cent. 
Work crew is angry 
about wages at UNH. 
By Maryanne Berry 
UNH work crew members at 
the new Marine Research Facil-
ity behind Kingsbury Hall are 
dissatisfied with their employ-
ment situation. 
"We are fed up with this gar-
bage of no money in the budget 
for us ," says Rick Sherman, a 
plumber on the project. 
"The legislature came down 
with the money as a seven per 
cent raise for state employees but 
we got far below that, " he says . 
The key issue revolves around 
whether the workers are state 
employees or not. Sherman says 
the workers were allowed to join 
the State Employees Credit 
Union but are not allowed the 
pow'er to strike for raises as are 
other state employees. 
"It seems to depend upon the 
situation," says Mark England, 
another plumber, "whether or 
not you are considered a state 
employee". 
The pipe fitter foreman of the 
project, John Sanders, says this 
argument has been going on for 
years. 
Says Sanders, "The workers are 
not state employees and are sub-
ject to the rules for the University 
Board of Trustees. They are al-
lowed to join the Credit Union as 
as a benefit." 
Joining, however, does not 
make the workers state employ-
ees and does not entitle them to 
the across the board pay raise of 
7 per cent handed down by the 
lP.gislature. The amount of monev 
paid the workers is determined 
by an average ot what other com-
panies pay their employees com-
piled by the personnel depart-
ment in the service building, ac-
cording to Sanders. 
Sanders says this survey does 
not take into consideration the 
amount of money paid the em-
ployees of Portsmouth 's Navy 
Yard. He says the Yard pays it's 
employees a considerable a-
mount more. · 
Because of the high pay "we 
are continually losing help to the 
yard." says Sanders. 
Sherman says he knew men on 
the project who were "putting in 
applications to the Navy Yard 
and other places that pay more 
money." 
Associate Director of Engin-
eering Patrick Miller says UNH 
workers are offered "one of the 
best" benefit programs to help 
compensate for their relatively 
low wages. 
According to Miller, those ben-
efits are: 
--two free courses at the Univ-
ersity, which would normally 
cost the employee $280, per sem-
ester; 
--half price tuition rates for the 
children of the employees attend-
ing the University; 
--reduced rates at the book 
store and on tickets to sporting 
events; 
WORKERS, page 11 
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McCall's managing editor 
understands his magazine 
By Jane Gibson Leaning back in a stuffed McCall 's on the 11ewsstanct. 
What's it like being a male ed- leather chair, the graying McKin- "Even though it is not a women's 
itor for McCall's, a women's ney projected a relaxed air as he magazine, its readers primarily 
magazine? spoke of his association with are women." He said People and 
Donald McKinney, the male ed- McCall's and Alexander. ''some of the new magazines are 
itor, thinks the techniques of edit- "The problem with Sbana," he getting some of the impulse buy-
ing a magazine are the same, be said, "is that she was not much of ers who once picked us •1p." 
it Playboy or Ms. However, he an expert on women's maga- "A woman may buy a maga-
does feel it's tougher for a man to zines. She was a very bad editor zine such as Working Woman be-
come up with ideas for articles or of one. She never read women's cause it speaks directly to her,'' 
to know what will interest women magazines and was not inter- he said. "That doesn't mean she 
readers . · ested in them. She came very doesn't want a conventional wo-
McKinney was at UNH yester- close to ruining McCall's. She had men's magazine too." 
day and spoke at the Forum no experience as an editor and He said Ladies Home Journal; 
Room in the Dimond Library. He learned little while she was with Good Housekeeping, Family Cir-
has been with McCall's since 1969 McCall's." cle and Women's Day are 
when he was hired to assist then McKinney said "You must un- McCall's chief competitors. 
managing editor Shana Alexand- derstand what your magazine is Red Book, he said, is also a 
er. He previously edited the Sat- , doing and care that it does it as competitQr, but not to the extent 
urday Evening Post and True well as it possible can." of the others because it appeals to 
Ma~az.im:::,. Ile ndmitted he will probably a younger auatence. 
"It was easier working for the not read McCall's when he leaves He said the primary function of 
other magazines, because I was his job because it does not speak '. a wom~n's, magazine lies in the 
able to follow my own instincts directly to him. "I never looked service it perforrns, such as pro-
and interests," McKinney said for this job. It found me," he said. viding food and recioe ideas. tins 
yesterday afternoon in the New He said magazines such as Ms. • on beauty, homemaking_ and 
England Center Lounge. "How- and Working Woman do not heav- · childrearing ideas. 
ever, just because you are a wo- ily affect the circulation of 
man, does not automatically McCall ·s, because they speak to a . McKinney said, "Women's 
qualify you to run a woman's different audienc M c II' h ; magazines also emphasize per-e. c a s, e sonal relationships which women 
magazine, as Shana so adeptly said, is more a conventional wo-
proved." men's magazine. . are interested in. This is a func-
Alexander, who spoke at UNH "They created their own mar- ; tion women's magazines have al-
three weeks ago, is now a com- kets," he said. ways performed. Now they are 
mentator on CBS's 60 Minutes McKinney said other maga- McKinney, page 11 
program zines, su<'h as People are hurtin~ 
WSBE Marketillg Day 
features six speakers 
By Ju<li Paradis 
The Whittemore School of 
Business and Economics 
(WSBE) will hold its third annual 
Marketing Day tomorrow featur-
ing five guest lecturers and a 
giant walking six pack. 
According to administration 
Professor Russell Haley, 
Marketing Day is held "to give 
students first hand exposure to 
people working in the field of 
marketing." -
Ray Belles, marketing lecturer 
who helped organize the publicity 
for Marketing Day, said, "It's 
important for students to see and 
talk with people in business. 
"Marketing is a difficult field 
of interest to get experience in," 
said Belles." If you have ex-
perience you're too old and if 
you 're young you have no ex-
perience. This gives students a 
chance to see how the speakers 
got a start." 
Belles and Haley worked with 
two WSBE Advertising courses to 
form a committee to plan the 
Marketing day. 
The committee established the 
theme of using a six pack for 





• • oppos1t1on 
idea ''grew out of UNH 's 
adoration of beer and the fact 
that we had six speakers, in-
cluding the Dean ( Charles War-
den, Dean of WSBE). '' 
Students launched an adver-
tising campaign including 
posters and T-shirts featuring 
their "Mark-it-Lite six pack, 
which pro_mises to be lighter than 
the conventional Prof. pack." 
Haley said a giant six pack will 
be seen walking around down-
town Durham at around 3 p.m. 
tomorrow afternoon to top off the 
campaign. 
Haley said students respond 
well to Marketing Day. "They 
like it. We suspend all marketing 
classes that day. Some students 
even cut classes to attend," he 
said. 
Students agreed with Haley 
that the program is worthwhile. 
Administration major Mike 
DeCristofaro said, "I'm thinking 
of going. It can be helpful and 
give me some idea of the kind of 
background I'll need t0 .get into a 
field ." 
Economics major Mike Ebbs 
also intends to attend, "Just to 
see what it's like. I expect to 
By David Foster 
Nearly-200 people from all over 
the Seacoast area filled the audit-
orium of Portsmouth's Little 
Harbor Elementary School last 
night to protest the NH Public 
Service Company's (PSC) pro-
posed 21 per cent rate increase. 
A number of UNH students and 
Durham residents attended the 
informational meeting sponsored 
by the Public Utilities Commis-
sion (PUC). Several spoke out on 
the electric company's proposed 
rate increase, half of which would 
go toward constructipn of the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant. 
PUC Commissioner Alexander 
Kalinsky opened the hearing to 
introduce representatives of the 
PSC, PUC, and the Legislative 
Utility Consumer's Council. 
After half an hour of prepared 
statements by the PSC explaining 
their reasons for the rate in-
crease, the floor was opened to 
speakers from the audience. 
Most of the comments con-
cerned the Construction Work In 
Progress (CWIP) plan, which re-
quires customers to pay part of 
the costs of power plants during 
construction. · 
John Cummings, a timber har-
vester from Brentwood. objected 
Russell Haley 
listen to the representatives from 
various companies, see what 
their lives are like." 
"I would like to see a similar 
program in Economics ," he said. 
The program will begin at 8 
1.m. and run throughout the day 
in Rm. 314 of McConnell Hall. 
Speakers include: 
--James Lisher, president of 
Lisher & Co., speaking on 
' 'Product Management and 
Development" at 8 a.m. 
WSBE, page 14 
to this method of financing, say-"' 
ing, "I find it hard to face a cus-
tomer for firewood and timber 
and tell him I'm going to charge 
him more because of a truck I'm 
going to buy in 10 years." 
The audience applauded as 
speakers denounced the CWIP 
plan, variously calling it forced 
investment, tax, and blackmail. 
Hugh Pritchard, a reference 
librarian at the UNH Dimond 
Library, emphasized the infla-
tionary effect of such an increase 
in electricity rates. "Enormous 
ripple effects will go out through 
the entire economy as a result of 
this increase,'' Pritchard said. 
PSC · representatives answered 
these complaints by saying a rate 
increase is necessary to avoid 
blackouts and decreased service 
in the future. PSC executive vice-
president William Adams said, 
"We are trying to hold the line on 
any expenses we can control.'' 
Most of the audience was not 
satisfied with that explanation. 
Guy Chichester of Rye said, 
"They (the PSC) ought to be ord-
ered by the PUC to stop using · 
threats of blackouts against the 
peoole of New Hampshire.'' 
PSC, page6 
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Most students and staf! members agree that there should be spaces allotted on campus for 
compact _cars The drivers of these cars would agree because they are liable to be 
towed or fmed.(Tom Varley photo) 
A low-key Christian group 
PAGE THREE . 
Students and staff 
favor compact lots 
By Jane Gibson 
Forty-seven out of 63 UNH stu-
dents and operating staff mem-
bers surveyed by The New 
Hampshire said they favor 
having the University restripe a 
·portion of its parkmg lots for 
compact cars. -
All 63 said there is definitely 
a parking problem at UNH and 
most said something should be 
done to improve the situation. 
Twenty-nine of 40 students and 
18 of 23 operating staff member_s 
said restriping should be tried. 
''Anything . would be an im -
provement,'' said senior Judy 
Greenlow, who commutes to 
campus in a Volkswagon. 
English Department Teaching 
Assistant Alice McDermott said 
reslriping is. "probably the only 
fo~~iblo ido!l I'vo hoard.'' Sho 
lives in Durham and walks to 
'Campus. 
Bob Chakarian, a junior busi-
ness administration major who 
drives a Pinto, said, "I'm defini-
tely in favor of it ( restriping)." 
A number of those surveyed 
thought if there were more legi-
timate parking spaces there 
would be fewer people illegally 
parked and fewer tickets. 
William Caouette of Durham 
and Pat D'Antonio of Dover both 
thought compact car parking 
would save a lot of space now 
wasted in the parking lots. 
D'Antonio said his Saab does 
not take up a whole space. 
Estelle Nilsen, a senior living 
at Forest Park, said, "It would 
be to tht University's benefit. 
Restriping would. reduce the 
space required for faculty cars 
and open up more spaces for stu-
. dents." Nilsen owns a Fiat. 
Of the 63 students and staff 
members surveyed seven stu-
dents and two staff were skepti-
cal that restriping would bring 
any improvement. 
Chris Simmars, a sophomore 
who lives on campus, said "I 
just don't think it's worth the 
time and money it would take. I 
don't think it would save that 
much space." 
Simmars owns a Fiat 850. 
Linda AvcriJJ, a .:,ophomorc 
from Newmarket, said, "I don't 
think everyone would observe it. 
People are going to park where 
they want to park.'' She drives a 
1966 Buick Skylark. 
A staff member who wished to 
remain anonymous said with win-
ter coming on, she didn't think 
restriping would make any dif-
ference. ''With the snow you can't 
see the lines anyway,'' she said. 
Of the seven persons who felt 
that . restriping should definitely 
PAr'CING, page 14 
Navigators are devoted to personal growth 
This is the second in a ser-
ies of articles on religious 
groups at UNH. 
By Sue Hertz 
"I compare myself to the a-
postle Paul," says William Wolfe. 
Wolfe is the head of the Navi-
gators, a Christian l!:vangellcal 
organization operating at UNH. 
"I, like Paul, am here to help 
fulfill Christ's great commission, 
preach the Gospel," says Wolf.· 
"My followers are the Naviga-
tors." 
Wolfe, a college graduate, and 
the 25 student Navigat.ors at UNH 
hold Bible studies and discus-
sions in dormitory lounges to get · 
people involved in a relationship 
with Christ, according to Wolfe. 
"We receive permission from 
the dorm head resident before-
hand," he says. 
Assistant U1rector of Student 
Activities Jeffrey Onore says, 
"The Navigators is a recognized 
student organization that con-
ducts its programs within the 
guidelines set forth through the 
organizational process of the 
Memorial Union ~ui~ding." 
Associate Dean of Students 
William Kidder says the Naviga-
tors' activities are in accordance 
with the University rules as long 
as they do not go door to door. 
Dave Bianco, director of resi-
dential life says, "I've never 
heard of the Navigators. If they 
are operating in the dorm they 
may set up in the lounge. They 
are not permitted under ai\y cir-
cumstance to go room to rodm." 
"We only go in students' rooms 
when invited," says Wolfe. 
Accorffing to Acting Vice Pro-
vost for Student Affairs J. Gregg 
Sanborn, "There is nothing per-
sonally wrong if a Navigator en-
ters a student's room at the offer 
of the student.'' 
"The Navigators is a low key 
organization though intent on its 
mission," says Sanborn, "it is not 
after the notoriety of the Campus 
Crusade for Christ.'' 
According to Wolfe, the Cam-
pus Crusade is morf public than 
the Navigators. T~ Navigators, 
he says prefer to ~ork with in-
dividuals. 
"The Navigators are devoted to 
promote personal growtht Wolfe 
says. "Campus Crhsade is more 
effective in reaching the public 
with issues." 
According to Sharon Hobby, an 
active Campus Crusader, "The 
Navigators aren't as aggressive 
as the Crusade." 
"The Navigators heip Campus 
Crusade with the large functions 
such as the · multi-media slide 
show, ''The Paragon Experience 
NAVIGATORS, page 6 
William Wolfe 
Student body president election has two candidates 
Richard Morrissette 
The New Hampshire will pre-
sent interviews of all the can-
didates for student body pres-
ident before the election on 
Nov . 16 and 17. 
By Julia Coan 
Student body preside:-1i candi-
date Richard Morrissette says he 
has "the. experience and know-
ledge about the University Sys-
tem to do a good job.'' 
"I won't .have to waste time 
feeling out the faculty, admini-
strators, and trustees," says 
Morrissette, a senior political 
science and economics major. 
A resident of Hubbard Hall, 
Morrissette is an Area III repre-
sentative to the Student Caucus. 
He has served on the Area II 
Programming Board, and the 
University Senate. 
Morrissette worked with Vice 
President for Budget and Admin-
istration Thomas Chase to rein-
state the ski team. And last week 
he filed his nomination papers 
for the upcoming Student Body 
President election. 
Morrissette also serves in the 
state legislature as a Democratic 
representative from his home 
town, Somersworth. . 
Morrissette says if elected he 
will try to put incentive aid 
money back into the state budget. 
The recent budget cut lost 
$84,000 in tuition grants for in-
state students, according to 
Morrisette. 
Morrissette does not want to 
see out-of-state tuition rise to 
compensate for the money lost 
by in-state students. "I would try 
to let the legislature and the 
University Board of Trustees 
know that it is not fair for out-
of-state students to subsidize in-
state students. The state should 
supply more mo!}ey to its three 
schools," he says. 
Morrissette plans to remain an 
extra semester next year to 
complete requirements for his 
dual major, and begin filing ap-
plications for law school. 
Morrissette is concerned with 
overcrowded classes and reduced Richard Morrissette 
course offerings which resulted slightly forward in his chair as 
from the budget cut. He says, he speaks. He says he would like 
"Institutions such as this exist to see students given more 
to provide quality education. decision making authority. He 
Overcrowding impairs this hopes to create "strong student 
quality." responsibility within the system" 
Morrissette "is presently a within such groups as the Dining 
member of the Academic Senate, and Residential Advisory Council 
which he said will be dealing mRAC), and the Memorial 
with these problems tris semes- such as the multi-media slide 
ter. "It is a problem of which show, 'The Paragon Experience' 
students in the Academic Senate (which ·was shown last week)," 
must be constantly aware," he says Wolf. 
says. Wolf says there; is no compe-
Morrissette. his green eyes . , 
solemn yet intense,_ leans MORRISSETTE, page 13 
Douglas Bixby 
By Steven Ericson 
Junior Douglas Bixby, a can~ 
dictate for student body president, 
says he doesn't know a great 
deal what the job entails, but he 
doesn't think his lack of exper-
ience will burt him if elected. 
"Experience would be help-
ful," Bixby says, "but it is not a 
necessary qualification for the 
post.,, 
Douglas Bixby 
Hixby has not started a full-
scale campaign· for the position 
because of reports that the Stu-
dent Governance Committee 
may eliminate the position of stu-
dent body president. "It's hard to 
campaign for something you 
know may not be there," he says. 
A slight, bearded 22-year old, 
Bixby says the job's main qualifi-• 
cations are the "desire to wnrk 
hard and the energy and perse-
verance to follow through with 
one's ideas to their conclusion.'' 
Bixby has been discussing the 
role of· student body president 
~ _with Student Body President Jim 
. O'Neill. He says he will have to 
work closely with other members 
of Student Government. 
Bixby says his main reason for 
running for office is his ''concern 
with the apathetic atmosphere on 
campus." The lack of publicity 
for student government affairs is 
one reason for this apathy, ac-
cording to Bixby. He thinks the 
present Student Government has 
. been relatively effective. in a 
"behind the scenes manner: 
"The majority of students don't 
realize what is being done for 
·Members of the audience spoke 
out against other aspects of the 
them," he says. 
Rixby is also concerned about 
BIXBY, page 6 
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Siillpson wants Illore financial aid awarded on basis of acadentlcs 
GRANTS 
continued from paae 1 
rriake intelligent decisions-.'' 
"If our goals are to providP. i:in 
open access to the University and 
a mixture of students to improve 
the educational climate, I do not 
feel the policy of awarding finan-
cial a id based on financial need is 
inconsistent with it," said 
Associate Director of Financial 
Aid Joan Kennedy. 
''The vast majority of money is 
given by law on the basis of 
financial need," said Kennedy. 
"We endorse this policy. The 
policies concerning UNH's own 
funds were developed by the 
University Senate (in 1974)". 
Of the $7 .5 million dollars the 
Financial Aid Office awarded 
last year, 91.4 per cent was 
federal money which by law must 
be given on the basis of financial 
need . 
Approximately four per cent, 
or slightly less than half the 
grants and scholarships that do 
not necessarily take financial 
need into account, went toward 
athletic scholarships. · 
"We can't do any shifting of 
federal monies of the restricted 
scholarships, but there are a-id 
items which could be real- . 
located," said Simpson. 
Simpson said he plans to take 
··a very close look" at the area 
of resident and non-resident tui-
tion grants which are budgeted 
by the Board of Trustees each 
year and given on the basis of 
financial need. 
Simpson said that although his 
plans are tentative, portions of 
the tuition grants money could 




every Fri. & Sat. at the 
CAPE NEDDICK 
INN 
Rhythm & Blues 
50's Rock 'n' Roll By 
BEN BALDWIN & THE BIG NOTE 
25 min. drive 
From the Portsmouth Circle 
go 95N to York 
scholarships (nof including bank to generate external sources of 
loans). funding from those donors whose · 
According to Kennedy, about ' willingness to provide funds is 
45 per cent of all UNH students dependent on the combined 
receive some sort of financial criteria of financial need and 
The Financial Aid Office 
awards seven scholarships each 
year based upon academic 
achievement. Some of these 
scholarships look at financial 
need as a criterion for the award 
Of the 8.6 per cent of the nori-
f ederal financial aid money, 
approximately half is awarded 
on the basis of need. 
. aid. academic ability," wrote Craig. 
"I do not believe that the addi- The Financial Aids Committee 
"I hope the senate would look . 
on the question of scholarship 
based in part on academic excel-
lence. I believe this can be in 
keeping with a land grant univer-
sity," said Vice Provost of 
Academic Affairs David Ellis. 
''It sounds good if the Financial 
Aid Office has the flexibility to 
do it," said Acting Vice Provost 
for Student Affairs J. Gregg 
Sanborn. "What we're looking for 
is benefit in incentive for 
achievers." 
According to Kennedy, the 
Financial Aid Office received 
approximately 8,000 applications 
for aid last year. · 
Kenn,edy said that 3,872 
students received aid last ,year 
from UNH-based funds, non-Uni-
versity scholarships and federal 
&•-· 
tion of an academic criterion of the University Senate sup-
would be consistent with the ported a revision of the student 
objectives of the University and i. rules concerning financial aid in 
therefore with what shou}d be the 1974. According to Kennedy these 
objectives of the financial aid revised rules are still followed 
program," wrote Director of by the Financial Aid Office. 
Financial Aid Richard Craig The committee stated the 
when the concept of need was · change was "a move to open the 
discussed in the Senate in 1974. University to as many segments 
"It seems to me that the _of the pop1:1lation as possible." 
primary objective of the financial in a statement of the rationale 
aid program should be to make for the revision: 
it possible financially for those They also said that if the 
students who are academically senate wanted to award money 
qualified to attend the University on the basis of academic excel-
to do so,'' wrote Craig. lence. they should seek new funds 
"I cannot accept a proposition for thP purpos:e . 
that the University as a public T,he senate set up the criteria 
institution of higher education for awarding financial aid. 
in the state should have a According to Kennedy the criter-
program which is by design ia are: -
biased against those of average --a student has to be enrolled 
or below average ability," wrote in a degree program; 
Craig. 
"I do strongly support efforts GRANTS, page 5 
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Tues. Hazard & Heillllich 
Wed. - Thurs. Strings Attached 
Fri. -Sat. Banjo Dan & Th~ 
Mid-Nite Plowboys 









'Thur. eve ti1 8 
PICTURE THIS 




--BRING THIS AD AND GET THESE PRICES--
1. Asanuma 90-230 f4.5 Multicoated 
Zoom with case for Konica, Nikon, Pentaxu 
Minolta - Reg $260.00 · Sale $149.95 
2. Asanuma 80-250 f 4.5 Multicoated 
Zoom for Canon FD Reg $275.00 
Sale $149.95 with case 
3. Konica TC 501.7 with Case 
. Reg $244.95 Sale $230.00 
4. Konica C35 Ultra Small Camera 
Reg$89.95 Sale $69.95 with Case 
5. Konica C35-EF as Above with 
Built iQ Flash- Reg $114.95 
6. Olympus Zuill-o Lenses for OM-1/OM-2 
. 200mm f4.0 - Reg $210.57 · 
7. 50mm Macro f3.5-Reg $210.55 
8. 135mm f2.8 - Reg $188.97 
~.100mmf2.8-Reg$175.97 
10. 85mm f2 .0- Reg $233.97 
11. Yashica FR w/501.7 with case 
Reg. $284.90 
12. Yashica MG-I Automatic Rangefinder 
35 Camera with case 
Reg. $99.95 
13. Con tax Infra Red Controller For 











WE PRIDE OURSELVES IN THE SERVICE 
AND KNOWLEDGE OF TILE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRY 
PICTURE THIS WILL GIVE A FREE ONE 
HOUR MINI-COURSE IN PHOTOGRAPHY 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY CAMERA 
AND WE'LL GO OVER YOUR PICTURES 
WITH YOU, TOO 
some quantities arc limited 
14. Prinz 135/2.8 Multicoated/5 year 
warranty Reg. $99 .. 95 
15. Prinz 28/2.8 Multicoated 5 year 
warranty Reg. $99.95 
16. Carenar 85-210 f 4.5 Zoom 
in Screw Mount Reg $124.95 
17. Carenar 135/2.8 lens in 
Screw mt. Reg. $69.95 
18. Vivitar Series I 135mm f2.3 
Lens for Nikon f and 
Screw mt. Reg. $175.95 
19. Vivitar 28 f2.5 Tx w/o mount 
Reg. $119.95 
20. Vivitar 135/2.8 T-4 w/o mount 
Reg. $99.95 
21. Vivitar 135 2.8 in Nikon 
For OM-1/OM-2 mount Reg. $119.95 
22. Vivitar 300mm f5.6 for Canon -
FD Reg. $145.00 
23. $10 off any Canon Sur or lens 
24. $5.00 off any Canon Rangefinder 
automatic when you buy the 
Canon Canolite D for $10.00 
25. Hasselblad 500 C/M with A-12 
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University sued in civil rights cases 
CIVIL RIGHTS 
continued from page 1 
Grant, ~ person bringing suit 
sues the President and the 
University. He said Millimet rep-
resents the University System in 
court. 
Grant said the Trustees "are 
responsible for action on all the 
campuses. If you are unhappy, 
your argument will untimately be 
with the Trustees. Though the 
campuses make the same rules 
the Board of Trustees is respon-
sible. " 
He said the System has hired a 
full-time lawyer, Thomas Fly-
gare of Boston, to review Univer-
sity programs and make sure 
they do not conflict with federal 
or state laws. He said Flygare is 
paid $26,500 a year and will begin 
work Nov. 14. 
Millimet said it was his sug-
gestion to hire a full-time civil 
Financial aid 
GRANTS 
continued from page 4 
---the student has to show sa-ti's-
factory academic progress; \ 
---a junior or senior must have 
at least a 2.0 grade point 
average; and 
---the student must show finan-
cial need. 
"We don't look at whether the 
student is in-state or out-of-state 
but we say in the financial aid 
booklet that out-of-state students 
are expected to absorb more by 
means of self-help (work study)," 
said Kennedy. 
"Federal programs require no 
discrimination,'' said Kennedy. 
"The total amounts of money 
given to in- and out-of-state 
students differ because their 
costs differ. More money is given 
to out-of-state students because 
of the factor of cost.'' 
· Kennedy said that applications 
are examined by the financial 
aid staff on a "rolling term 
basis," making decisions on the 
applications they receive before 
_the-_deadline date first. 
"Timeliness does attect an 
application. We can tell if we 
are running out of · money by 
using data from the past five 
to ten years and having daily 
or weekly tallies done," said 
Kennedy. 
rights lawyer. "House counsel (a 
civil lawyer) is very busy inter-
nally, with all kinds of problems" 
besides having to go to trial, he 
said. Millimet said he will be re-
tained as the System's trial law-
. yer an..9-- Flygare will become 
house--counsel. 
UNH President Eugene Mills 
said Millimet has advised him not 
to ~om t about any of the 
cas :c .. ..-- 0 m very reluctant to get 
into discussion of individual 
cases,' ~he said. 
Mills said he wished to with-
hold comment until the cases 
"become a '.matter of public 
record,'' and did not think it was 
"the best policy of the University 
to comment since it comes as the 
result of action some other in-
dividual has taken." 
Vice Provost of Student Affairs 
David Ellis said he has "been 
named a few times" in lawsuits, 
but could say nothing about any 
. of the suits . "Most are not public 
information," he said. "I don't 
think it's in the best interests of 
the University to keep bringing it 
up. To go into detail would not do 
anything to enhance the smooth 
working of the University com-
munity ." 
Ellis said he knows of two 
active cases but would not iden-
tify them . "I'm a layman in this, 
not a lawyer. If one is a layman 
and is wise, one is very careful. 
I don't know how much I dare 
say. To talk about past history 
may make good headlines but 
I'm not sure it's in the best in- · 
, terests of the University." 
/t II~f {/????t?t t???t??tt\~??t?ttf ?~/{}?( 
•. ·. 
: • Lost and Found ~fems .:: !===:. { unclaimed by Wednesday, 
!~ November 9, will go on sale -








If you can provide a ride for 
another student at Thanksgiving 
break-, call The Information 
Center. Riders will share 
expenses. 
i!!itf'ttttrrttttttttt?tftifJ:titt:f i:i: 
}} INFORMATION ~Ji 
Ii CENTER i: 
1iilitg,r:g,,,,::::::,::,~:,,:::,::,1,ri:ft'}'Jiiil 
Introducing· a new concept: 
MearCutting 
At Great Ex, you never get a 
haircut imposed on you. Our 
ha ircutters are craftsmen and 
craftswomen ... not artistes. So 
they won't use your head like a 
canvas to interpret the meaning 
of life. 
Our haircutters are trained to lis-
ten to you. We want to hear how 
you'd like your hair to look. A 
haircut should make the guy or 
gal who's wearing ~t happy. 
That's why Great Ex is ·the only. 
place where you don't need a 
sharp lawyer to get a fair hearing. 
It's also the only place where 
guys and :gals always get a great 
haircut without an appointment. 
Newington Mall 
and 




TUESDAY, November 1 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Carter Gallery: Philip 
Grausman: Sculpture and Drawings. Scudder Gallery: 
Shaker Genius in New Hampshire: Furniture and Artifacts 
of the Canterbury Community. Paul Creative Arts Center. 
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.rn. - 4 p m: Saturday-Sun-
day, 1-5 p.m. Closed Fridays and University holidays. Ex-
hibitions continue through December 15 . 
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Greek Art, " Margo Clark, the 
Arts. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a .m. - 12:30 
p.m. 
ORGANIC SEMINAR:. "Synthetic Utility of Triflones and 
Triflamides," Joseph Lynch, Chemistry department. Room 
L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 a. m. - 12 noon. 
MEN'S SOCCER: Babson, Lewis Field, 2 p.m. 
A NIGHT IN THE MUB PUB: MUSO presentation: Bur-
ton and Tapper, flute and guitar; · Bill Morrissey , progres-
sive folk; and Big Note, 50's Rock and Roll. 8 p.m. in 
the PUB. 
WEDNESDAY, November 2 
MUB PUB: Casey Holt, D.J ., disco, 8 p.m. 
SAUL O -SIDORE LECTURE: "The study of Music as 
a Metaphor for Existential Search, "Lorin Hollander, pian-
ist. Rkhards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
WSBE: "Mark-It Lite! " on Marketing Day at WSBE. Pro-
fessi~al speakers to discuss ; marketing careers . 
THURSDAY, November 3 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM : "Methanogenic and 
Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria in Long Island Sound Sediments," 
! Mark E. Hines , Microbiology department. Room 303, James 
Hall , 4-5 p .m. 
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "All the President's Men, " starring 
- Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman. Strafford Room, 
.Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 75 cents 
or MUSO Film pass . 
0 
CELEBRITY SERIES: Lorin Nollander, pianist, in solo per-
formance, and with members of the UNH Faculty Wood-
wind Quintet: James Cum~ings, bassoon; Keith Polk, horn; 
· David Seiler, clarinet; a~ Linda Seiler, oboe, "He is the 
leading pianist of his generation. " (New York Times) John-
son Theater, 8 p.m. UNH students/ sen+or citizens $4 
•in advance. General admission $5.50. 
MUB PUB:' "Woodzig Bros. ," Joe and Gary, folk, 8 p .m. 
FRIDAY, November 4 
MEN'S JV FOOTBALL: Dartmouth, Cowell Stadium, 1 p.m. 
MEN'S SOCCER: Massachusetts , Lew-is Field, 2 p. m. 
FACULTY LECTURE: "The Technology of Energy,"Bill 
Moseberg, Mechanical Engineering. New England Cen.ter, 
8 p.m. Advance registration at DCE required tor admission. 
Sponsored by Speakers Bureau / DCE. 
MUB PUB: New True Story, contemporary rock, 8 p.m. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are lo-
cated in the Me~orial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. 
Business office R~ 108. Business hours Tuesday, Thursday. 
1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Yearly subscription 
$9.00. Second class postage paid at Durham, N.H. Total num-




Tues. 6:30-8:30 Nov. 1· 
The Bad News.Bears 
Ill 
"BREAKING TRAINING" 
Wed. '6:30-9:00 Nov. 2 
"ROMEO & JULIET" . 
Thurs. , Fri., Sat., - Nov. 3,4,5 
6: 30-8: 30 
"COUSIN,COUSINE" 
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• notices 
GENERAL 
WINTER CARNIVAL THEME CONTEST: Give us a 
good theme for the Winter Carnival and win a pair 
, of tickets to all Winter Carnival events. Entry forms 
available at the Memorial Union Information Center. 
Deadline is November 14. Sponsored by the Winter 
Carnival Committee. 
NATURAL CRAFTS WORKSHOP: Demonstrations by 
local craftsmen on natural dyeing. bayberry candle-
making. and dried flower arranging. Come experiment. 
Sunday. November 6. Odiorne State Park. Rye. 1-4 p.m. 
EDIBLE PLANTS IN THEIR NATURAL SUR-
ROUNDINGS: Discussion and slides by Dr. Crow and 
Tom Philbrick. Botany departme.nt. Saturday. Novem-
ber 5. Odiorne State Park. Rye. 2 p.m. 
PARF,NT-CHILD STUDY GROUP: An opportunity to 
share, ideas. questions. and problems concerning chil-
dren·s behavior. Information and concepts of child 
rearing/communication will be presented. Playtime 
will be set:- up for children at Eaton House (Mini-
dorm nQ. l l. Sponsored by the Counseling and Testing 
Center. Tut>sday. November 1. Sackett House (Mini-
dorm no. 7l, from 6::30-8 p.m. 
N.H . STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROBATION COUN--
SELORS: Monthly meeting, Wednesday, November 2), 
Hanover Room. Memorial Union, 7:15p.m. 
THE NEW t:NliLANU CUVNCIL UF CfiEATIYE 
THERAPIES will sponsor their fifth annual conference 
on November 6 and 7 at the New England Center. 
Workshops. lectures., and seminars in the therapies 
·· of Art. Drama. Movement: Dance. Poetry. and Horti-
culture. Open to students. teachers, or anyone interest-
ed in utilizing creativity as a - resource tor expres-
sive therapy . Pre-registration information available 
through Connie 1\Jaitove. 20 Rip R~ad. Hanover. N.H. 
03755. Sleeping bag space is need.ect for students at-
tending the conference. Please designate your willing-
ness to provide space when writing for information. 
ACADEMIC 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENTS IN 
- BUSINESS OR ECONOMICS: Introductory AIESEC 
meeting, Wednesday, November 2, Hall House (aca-
demic mini-dorm l, 7:30 p.m. Anyone interested in a 
foreign work experience and exposure in the business 
world should attend. Slide presentation and refresh-
ments. 
CAREER 
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: ModuleB: 
Self-Assessment: Looking Ahead. Thursday, November 
3. Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
GERMAN CLUB: Organizational meeting, Wednesday, 
November 2. Marston House (foreign languages mini-
dorm l, 7 p.m. Open to all those interested in Ger-
man culture, language, food, and fun. 
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION: Introductory lec-
ture. Wednesday, November 2. Hamilton-Smith Hall. 
Room 139, at 7:30 p.m. Everyone welcome. Sponsored 
hySTMS 
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting and slide show, 
Wednesday, November 2. Kendall Hall, Room 202, at 
8 p.m. Election of officers and slide show, "Alaska 
Before the Pipeline.'' presented by Haven Hayes, Ritz-
man Lab. Everyone welcome. 
JEWISH STUDENTS MEETING: Thursday, November 
3. Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union. 8 p.m. All 
interested Jewish students please attend. 
Because of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item only 
once on the date closest to the event: Please submit notice/calendar information -to the Admin-
istration office, Room 322, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m. 
Thursday for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be direct-
ed to The New Hampshire staff. 
DINNER 
A deliciously different 
and pleasurable dining experience. 
Our exciting dinner menu offers a fine 
choice of special entrees and daily 
specials such as Saltimbocca a la Ro-
mana, Lasagne, Barbecued Chicken, 
and more. We realize that you can't 
order them all at once, but we hope 
you'll keep coming back until 
you've tried them all. 





Newmarket, N .H. 
lunch from 11:30 - 2 
dinner from 5 - 9 
(sun - thurs) 
5 - 10 (fri - sat) 
( 
Navigators are low-key 
NAVIGATORS 
continued from page 3 
·out of 23 students asked if they 
knew of the Navigators, only 
- . three said they had. 
(which was shown last week),' "I know people in the Naviga-
says Wolfe. tors. It's a ~or!h~hile group th~~ 
Wolfe says there is no competi- promotes_ individual gr?wt!i, 
tion between the Navigators and s~ys Lon Rounds, a ~emor _en-
th C C 
d vironmental conservation maJor. 
e -~mpus r~sa e. Rounds is a member of the In-
Onore sa~s, Cam~ms Crus~de ter-V~rsity ~h_ristian Fellowship. 
op~r~t.es with a de~ire for hig~ Semor pohhcal science major 
v1S1bihty. T~e. ~~vi~~tors don t Ken Cossingham said, "I talked 
pursue tha~ VlSlbihty. with them in Gibbs. They weren't 
. The Navigators have not been pushy or overbearing. They said 
visual to ma~y students and staff. ; they would talk to me if I would -
_!-lead Resident l)f AJ~xander ! like to." 
!!all James Williams sa~s he ha,~ . The Navigators is an interna-
never h~ard of the Na".igators._ I honal _organization active in 30 
Devme s Head Resident Liz countries. The organization is al-
Pepper says, "I have never heard so active in 200 military bases 
of the group, even when I was 250 college campuses and i~ 
a student at UNH several :years many communitfes. 
ago." 
Bixby ru11s for SBP 
BIXBY 
continued from page 3 
the quality ot eaucation at UNH .. 
"Overcrowded classes are a ma-
jor problem,'' he says. 
Bixby would like to se·e teacher 
evaluations done in the middle of 
the.semester instead of the end. 
At the end of the semester 
Bixby says, "Students don't get 
the benefit of their evaluations." 
Bixby is critical of the ·uni-
versity's handling of the parking 
problem. He says the problem 
ACCOUNTING AND 
FINANCE MAJORS 
LET US HELP YOU TO 




BOSTON - DOWNTOWN -
61 7 -536-1440 
CANTON 
617-536-1440 
COURSES BEGIN MAY 22 & NOV 21 
OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT 
1/3oFUSA 
has existed, unresolved,-. for too 
long. "I'm in favor of any solution 
to the parking problem," he says, 
"I think<the plan to make smaller 
spaces for compact cars is a good 
one. 
Bixby criticizes the state for 
failing to allocate more . money 
to the Universjty. · 
"I'd also like to see special lot 
for carpooling students. I walk to 
school everyday and pvprv ,.,,, 
has only one person in it," he 
says. "Staff members should use 
carpools, too." 
"I don't think we (UNH) can 
continue with the amount of funds 
we now have coming into the Uni-
versity," he says. '"The time has 
come when the state must realize 
they need a new source of 
revenue besides liquor stores and 
lotteries.'' 
Bixby ....says Student Govern-
ment should have done more to-
wards "itnp~essing the people of 
the state with the University's 
fiscal problems." 
A one-time resident of Durham 
Bixby decided to attend UNH 
after his family moved to Mon-
t,ma. 
He has not participated -in high 
school or college governments 
before. 
Bixby is waiting to see what 
other candidates do before begin-
ning a '.'high gear" campaign of 
his own. He will later assemble 
his ·stands on various issues and 
post them on flyers and pam-
phlets to be distributed around 
campus. He has also been talking 
with students to get their feeling~ 
on the central problems at UNH. 
Bixby says he is willing to de-
bate the other candidates. 
Rate hike 
PSC 
continued from page 2 
UNH BOOKSTORE r=ANNOUNC~~~;:;;H■Ccl 
rate increase and the Seabrook 
nuclear plant. Several residents 
of the town of Seabrook ex-
pressed concern about the dan-
gers of living next to a nuclear · 
generator and its destruction -of 
their marshlands. 
UNH student Rick Hahn raised 
the questions of public health and 
safety in relation to the Seabrook · 
plant. ;•1 hope you people take the· 
matter of public safety into con-
sideration along with the econ-




Solid colors with contrasting straps 
personalized for you 
Up to 3 initials at no charge 
Assorted sizes from $9.00 to $11.00 
UNH BOOKSTORE HewittHalI 
862-2141 
A University owned non-profit facility 
located on campus to serve you 
I 
Starting Noverp.ber 3rd: Every 
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday Nites 
7 p.m. until 2 a.m,. 
TODA Y'S SPECIAL 
One egg - toast 
Home fries 
coffee or tea 
84¢ 
Wed. Nov. 2nd thr 
Tues. Nov. 8th 
Young's 
Ma~y speakers suggested that 8 the electric company look into al-
8 ternate forms of energy such as 
R water, wood, coal, and solar I power. S Maryanne Sher of Portsmouth 
told the PUC they-"should spend 
more money to educate us to con-
sume less energy rath~r than 
manufacture more energy.'' 
After the meeting, UNH stu-
dent and member of Students 
Against Nuclear Energy Deidre 
B1air was asked what effect an 
electricity rate increase would 
have on the University. 
8 "It could be the straw that 8 breaks the camel's back in terms 
ll of tuition increase. If the Univer-Restaurant & Coffee Shop 
48 Main Street Durham 
sity has to pay 15-20 per cent 
more for el~ctricity, they'll have 
, to pass it on to students," she 
"locco::,o,.:,oii:,c,ocioc:o11:,o,:,ooc:.oi11191 .. - ......... :IIOl=-occicc:.,,_ said. 
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New Ha1Dpshire is 50th in the _nation in aid to hig~er education 
FUNDS' 
continued from page 1 sources of revenue we have used 
committee . for v_ears." 
Morse said figures are not yet "We fund the sta te and state 
available to determine the level services with taxes on liquor, 
of next semester's or next year's racing, cigarettes, gas, and 
tuition. gambling," said Rep . Leo Les-
According to Senate P resident sard < D-Dover). "These are no 
Alf Jacobson, that data shows longer providing the ki-nd of fund-
no change from what has been ing it takes to provide minimal 
the pattern. services to the people of this 
Information on how long New state." 
Hampshire has been ranked 50th According to Lessard, higher 
in state funding for higher educa- education is one of the many ser-
tion was not available. vices that is not adequately 
"My standard statement is Wiat funded. · · 
,ve're more fiftieth than ever, "How can you miss when you 
said Allan Prince, University have a Governor whose commit-
vice provost for budget and ad- ment is to run the state on prin-
ministration. "It's kind of an in cipies of the 18th century?," said 
house joke around campus." Minority Leader Spiro_u. 
"I'm sure the Governor is go- · "I don't think Thomson holds 
ing to annex another state so we education as a high priority," 
m-Manchester), can be 51st," said Blair, an English major. 
said House Democratic Minority "He's very archaic. He's govern-
Leader Christopher Spirou. "I'm ing on a value system that is 30 
sure he 's not going to rest on his years old . 
laurels." "He's not up to date in his 
The Governor ·s off1ce declinec.1 philocophicn towurdo education 
t - in the state of New Hampshire," 
commen · - ~ said Blair. 
The University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst, has an in-state "I understand that if we doubl-
tuition of $480.50 per year. Next ed our support of all education 
b (elementary, secondary, and 
year's tuition will e $525 per post secondary), we'd still be 
year, according to John Troy of 
the Universi_ty of Massachusetts 50th in state support," said Les-
budget office . sard. 
52 per cent of UMass at Am- According to the data released 
herst's budget comes from state by Chambers, if New Hampshire 
appropriations, according to doubled its appropriations per 
Troy . capita or per $1,000 of personal 
- income for higher 
In-state tuition at UNH is $1,000 education, it would still rank no 
pe,~Jfga{tuition is one reason why higher than 41st in the Nation. 
"If I were a student it would 
I'm not coming back to school really disturb me," said Reg-
next semester unless I get finan- istrar Stephanie Thomas. "Not 
cial aid," said junior Marion only is it 5oth but it is 5oth by 
Blair, an in-state student. · h · · d 
Chambers' data are "tied into ~fi~s-~' margin t at it IS ri ic-
a tax structure that doesn't gen- , 
erate the revenue for state agen- There won't be any change in · 
cies and the University," said the near future. according to 
Prince. Vice Provost Prince. "The Legis-
' 'There seems to be a great lature is a long way from solv-
reluctance-on the part of the leg- ing their financial diffir11ltiP<:: ," 
islature to increase revenue, he said. 
through a broad base tax," said "I don't think the situation will 
Budget Director Smith. "We change · until ttie people of New 
must continue · with the same Hampshire are ready to accept 
an income tax and until the sta te 
has a new governor," said sopho-
more Janet Kennedy. 
"Not until New Hampshire re-
views its present tax structure 
and has a meaning£ ul tax reform 
are we going to have adequate 
state support of our educational 
system,·'' said Lessard. "As long 
as Meldrim Thomson is Governor 
of our_ state we 're not going to 
have any meaningful tax reform 
in this state. · 
"Two years ago the legislature 
passed a bill which would have 
allowed a review of the tax sys-
tem to be conducted," said Les-
t·········---··········~ ............... ! * - . . * 
sard. "Thomson vetoed it. He · with low income pay a little, and 
didn't want us to even look at it." ' those with higher income pay 
"If he (Thomson ) had thP com- more," said Senate President 
mitment for our children that fie Jacobson. 
has for gambling casinos, ra ce According to Jacobson, this 
tracks, and Taiwan there might system would be possible ''only if 
· be some hope for the future," a major revenue bill is passed. 
: said Minority Leader Spirou. "I would support some new form 
' 'Otherwise the- University of of revenue, '' said Jacobson. 
New Hampshire will be an insti- When faced with a choice 
tution for the elite and those who between an erosion of quality and 
can buy their way in, not a uni- higher tuition "we have regret-
versity where the haves and ably had to go with higher 
have-nots have an equal oppor- tuitions," said UNH President 
tunity." Mills. "But that in no way indi- -
"I'd like to see the adoption oL, cates a prediction of any increase 
the English system where those l in tuition . 
You have something to 
share with the people of the 
rural South and Appalachia ( 
-~yourself.Find out how 
you can help, as a Catholic 
Brother, Sister, or Priest. 
Your request will be treated 
confidentially. 
■ I'd like information about 
opportunities with the 
Glenmary Missioners and 
the free poster. 
■ I'd like a free copy of the 
poster only. 
Glenmary Missioners 
Room J'7 Box 46404 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246 
Name _______ _ 
Address ______ _ 
City ___ State __ _ 
Zip Age __ _ 
* * i APPLY NOW ! 
* * 
Next year 
: to be a : 
* * 
i . FRESHMAN CAMP ! 
* * ! COUNSELORI!! i 
* * * * :.**********************************1 
* * : App lications & Inte rview Sign-ups I 
* * I Available at the MUB t 
I Student Activities Office - Rm. 126 : 
* * * * : Only Freshman, Sophomores, Juniors I 
I R.A.'s (Current or P~ospective) I 
* * * can not apply * 
* * * * * * * * i · You didn't have to go to camp : · 
: to be a counselorH ! 
you ·could be on 
a scholarship. 
An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays 
your tuition and gives you $100 a month al-
lowance. And it picks up the tab for books and lab 
fees, as well. 
After college, you 'll receive a commission in the 
Air Force . .. go on to additional, specialized 
training . . . as you get your start as an Air Force 
officer. There'll be good pay and responsibility, 
and lots of other benefits .. . and a great oppor-
tunity to serve your country. 
It all starts right here - in college - in the Air 
Force ROTC. Look us up ... see what we hav_e to 
offer, and show us what you can offer in return. 
Air Force ROTC 
* * I Applications w111 not be accepted I ' Contact: 
I after Dec. 4th! I - The Professor of AerospaceiStudies • * •· . * in the R.O.T.C. Bldg 
i..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••--..,•~~'. __ P_h_o_n_e_8_6_2_-_1_4_80 ___________ -.J 
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editorial 
Do your part 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY NOVEMB_ER 1, 1977 
Once again, Hood House has extended · the 
deadline for the purchase of the student health fee 
and student insurance program. The New Hamp-
shire hopes all students wjll evaluate their health 
coverage and make the right decisions. 
David Regan, assistant to the director of health 
services 'at Hood House, made the decision to ex-
tend the deadline ,!fter conferring with Vice Pro-
vost for Student Affairs Richard Stevens. Regan 
told Stevens of many students who came to Hood 
House after the Sept. 30 deadline, confused about 
their health coverage. 
covered under their parents' insurance plans. 
Others were unaware of the changes this year in 
the health fee and insurance plans. Still others 
thought health coverage was included in the tui-
tion bill. On and on the reasons go why students 
were unaware of their situations. 
House administration have the best interests of the 
students in mind. They have gone to great lengths 
to extend the deadline, not once, but twice. 
His now up to each student to at least examine 
the situation as it pertains to him or her. All stu-
dents must find out for sure just what coverage 
they have. Only then will everyone be able to 
make the right decisions concerning health cover-
age at_Hood House. 
But Regan's main concern was for students wh(, 
would suffer financial hardship if they were not 
granted the right to opt for coverage. After the 
deadline passed, 'he only way to obtain the cover-
age was through waivers. But a sufficient waiver 
system for Hood House _has not yet been devised. The people at Hood House have done their part. 
Regan said some students thought they were Regan and the other members of the Hood It's up to the students to do theirs. 
A difficult d-ecision 
- J. -Gregg Sanborn, the acling vice provost for 
student affairs has a tough decision to make this 
week. He must decide whether the Unification 
Church will be allowed to show the film "The Rev. 
Moon in America" in the Memorial Union Build:: 
ing (MUB). We hope Sanborn does not approve 
the Unification Church's request. 
MUB at a later date. Therefore, he re-applied to 
use a room in the MUB. 
the screening of his film? Or does he want another 
opportunity to reach the UNH community on his 
own level, with less media coverage, and a small-
er, more intimate audience? 
However, it is interesting to note that the same 
film was broadcast over Channel 9 in Manchester 
last Saturd_ay night. · 
Charles Wheeler, the director of the Unification 
Church in· New Hampshire, had planned to show 
the film Oct. 18 when he and Student Government 
had their night in the MUB. The film was not 
shown because projection equipment failed to ar-
rive on time. 
If Wheeler felt enough interest was generated m 
his film, he could have used the many advertising 
avenues open to him to promote the broadcast on 
Channel 9. He failed to do so. 
· Instead, he preferred to request a room in the 
MUB for another showing of the film. It is rarr 
one gets to see the same movie twice in such a short 
time span. 
This is the dilemma facing Sanborn. Of course, 
there are le-gal questions which must be answered, 
as there were the first time this decision had to be 
made. Freedom of speech and freedom of religion 
are things which must be considered. 
But it is our opinion that the Unification Church 
had its chances to offer Rev. Moon to the viewing 
public. That chance came Oct. 18 and again last 
Saturday night. The Unification Church does not 
need the Memorial Union Building again to show 
the film. 
But Wheeler felt enough interest was displayed · 
that night tc warrant a showing of the film in the Does Wheeler feel interest has been shown in 
letters 
Withdrawal 
To the Editor: 
In a letter published a week ago 
to·h,y. I announced rrty candidacy for 
student body president. For reasons I 
can best and most safely describe as 
personal, I formally withdraw my can-
didacy. 
I entered the race to provide an al-
ternative to what seems to be a tradi-
tion of conventional candidates and 
presidents approaching issues with 
conventional ideas. For instance, all 
the candidates and presidents-elect 
whom I have seen have expressed a .. 
concern over "apathy." Historically, 
this concern has prompted a recipe re-
action, like, " ... let's get Student Gov-
the 
ernment back to the students ." I have 
heard one of this season's candidates 
actually say that. This cook-book style 
of ''solving problems" is only an at-
tempt to treat a sympton. 
I do not know of any candidate/pres-
ident who has pointed out the presup-
positions that underlie their saying 
students are apathetic . , 
If there is such a thing as stu-
dent apathy (which, by the way, is 
not a synonym for lack of involve-
ment). I contend that it does not exist 
without reference to the faculty and 
administration. What is prematurely 
labelled as apathy is often a frustra-
tion in contesting administrative/fa-
culty policy and procedure. Look at 
the proposals and petitions a student 
must have submitted, reviewed and 
accepted before even attempting a 
creative project, whether it be an out-





versial speaker or designing an inde-
pendent study. 
Rather than hand the student paper 
work and complications, I expect ad-
ministrators to encourage innovation 
and the free exchange of ideas. 
Club sports 
I see discouragement, not en- To the Edi tor: 
couragement, when students are in- Your lack of coverage for club 
sulated _ from . ma~ing the. decisions sports will probably frustrate and in-
tha~ defme th~ll' e~1sten.ce, m bot~ t~e furiate us until we graduate. The 
Office of Res1de~hal Life and w1~hm New Hampshire continues to give 
th~ n_ew A~adem1c Senate._ I consider massive coverage to all the major 
this isol~bon to be a senous caus_e spectator sports, where all but a hand-
of what 1s known a_s apathy, ~nd 1t ful of people simply sit on their ass and 
touc~es upon the ultu~ate question of_ watch. Yet you ignore the sports 
the d1~ectlon of educ~t10n at UNH. where all but a handful at any given 
Dunn~ !he camp~ugn of the next few event actually participate, displaying 
weeks, 1t ~ essential that V?ters de- skills they have developed. 
mand rat10nale _ for the a~t10ns ~nd - Through your process of editorial 
~,lances ?f candidates on issues hke selection you seem to be encouraging 
apathy. us to join the fat slobs on the subway 
who read nothing but the sports 
Terry Monmaney ~ection of th·e- Globe. Lost is the 
ipossible interest in something dif-
1ferent: the sports that you can actually 
iparticipate in and continue to compete 
lin for the rest of your life. For instance 
tthe UNH crew, ski team, and sailing 
tteam. 
prediction chart for the various games 
coming up. an incredible self-
indulgence, rather than give much 
needed publicity and support to the 
lesser known sports . 
The Executive ()£fices 
UNH Sailing Team 
Police 
To The Editor: 
The recent controversy over the 
message seen in the windows of Stoke 
Hall 's eighth floor has prompted me to 
write about the priorities of the Cam-
pus Police. I'll agree that the message 
wasn't really a good think to advertise 
for everyone to see, but I, along with 
, everyone els~ I've spoken to, wasn't 
particularly offended by it. The fact is, 
it seems to be a very minor incident to 
· get so upset over. 
new Mark Pridham Paul Keegan 






A year ago, the.sailing team more 
than doubled the size of its fleet. We 
begged you to finally give us some 
major publicity. You never even 
mentioned it in passing. 
However, a few weeks ago, a major 
incident occurred about which nothing 
whatsoever was done, and I think it 
was a bit more serious than a few let-
ters in a dorm's windows. 





































































































Two weeks ago, the sailing team 
won the Northern New England 
Championship at Dartmouth over nine 
other schools. It was the first time 
UNH had won it in 27 years. You told 
us it "really wasn't important 
enough" to be published. 
For three years we've been busting 
our asses trying to build a respect-
able team. The New Hampshire 
hasn't found it newsworthy. Club 
sports is told that their events will be 
covered if there's room, but every 
Friday the paper runs a half page 
I'm talking about the large crowd 
which gathered and walked around 
campus, yelling obscenities and creat-
ing a general nuisance. Because the 
police in this situation were too timid 
to do anything, I had my window 
smashed by an orange which was 
thrown by someone in the crowd. 
The problem with the Stoke incident 
is that it supposedly represented an in-
fringement on the right of other stu-
dents to "pursue academic- objec-
tives". Since I was studvine: for ::ln 
exam the next day, wasn't this an in-
fringement on my rights? Also, one" 
The New Hampshire is interested in hearing from any 
students who have good or bad experiences with work-
study at UNH. Please send all comments in a letter 
, to the edi'tor, complete with name, address and phone 
number to: The New Hampshire, room 151, MUB. 
About Letters 
The New Hampshire accepts all re&ponsible letters to the editor and prints ther,_ 
1 as space allows , but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter. _ 
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order 
to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions or. let 
ters are the editor's. 
Mail letters to: The Editor , The New Hampshire , Room 151 , Memorial Union '. 
Building, UNH, Durham N.H . 03824 
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would think that the last mob incident Recently, it seems some drivers 
in whic;h people were injured would have taken a fancy to pulling out in 
have been enough reason for the police front of bicyclists. I sometimes won-
to take some action. , der if this isn't some new game. (May-
I think it's about time the police be they get points for h~w close they 
around ~ere began concerning them- can come to hitting us. I must have 
sel~es with matters which really need helped give someone quite a few points 
their attention, instead of trying to as I have almost been hit a few times 
make their r.resence felt by playing by these game players, especially at 
house counci . the T-hall driveway. The only impor-
Michael L. Booker tant thing I've been able to learn 
Fans 
To the Editor: 
I'm an Arlo Guthrie fan and was 
excited to hear of his concert a week 
ago last Saturday night. With great 
expectations my husband and I rushed 
'lUt and bouebt our tickets. · 
We are both native Southerners and 
attended Auburn University in 
Alabama prior to our move to UNH. 
This was the first concert we attended 
at UNH and we were appalled at 
the treatment we received. 
Ya 'll all know the score last Satur-
day night. First we were forced to 
wait an hour outside in the cold, then 
finally admitted only one-by-one. 
Oh, I'm an enduring person and 
was determined this wouldn' t spoil 
my night. But when I handed in my 
llcl{et anct was 1mme<11at~1y !risked, 
for no reason, by a pohce officer, 
that's more than any peace loving 
concert goer can handle. 
Well I'm afraid this melodrama 
is an anticlimax because I didn 't turn 
around and belt him like I should 
have - which is probably why I'm 
still fired up enough to write this 
letter. 
After my incident I couldn't help 
but notice my fellow students standing 
by passively as they were being man-
handled and frisked, as though it was 
matter of course. How strange. Does 
this happen at all student activities? 
What I'm trying to say, fellow 
students, is that this kind of treatment 
is unca lied for and should not be 
tolerated. I'm not trying to be a mili-
tant rabble rouser. but I'd rather sit 
home and listen to the radio than go 




This letter IS written for all those 
who, for some strange reason can't 
see bicyclists. I mean really,' some-
umes Its as It we (bicyclists) aren't 
even there. But those who I know 
and love most are the drivers who do 
see us and then decide to use us as 
targets. 
about this game is that it is recom-
mended for drivers of ages 6-12. 
But for many other drivers, this 
game is far too risky. After all 
given a choice between having a nice 
sliver mustang statue or me as a hood 
ornament, most would rather have the 
statue (not as messy, you 
understand). For these drivers how-
ever, their greatest thrill comes in 
:opening a car door just as I am 
riding past their car. Others, more 
modest in their approach, settle for 
yelling obscenities out their car win-
dow as they drive by. 
TONIGHT 
But let's not forget the pedestrian. 
These individuals perhaps, are the 
most blind of all. They step off into 
the street looking everywhere except 
where they're going and they see 
everything it seems, except the bi-
cyclist. Maybe they have a suicidal 
wish <for both of us). 
I do have to give credit to some who, 
at least, look at an approaching 
bicyclist before they step out in 
front of her/him. But damn it, I'm 
tired of having these things happen to 
me when I ride. Now I admit that 
I have two arms and two legs and 
I don't carry a banner or wave a 
;c;ign, but this is no excuse for being 
inconsiderate to me and to other 
Jicyclists. .. 
Look around and maybe you'll see, 
somewhere amongst tne cars auu 
buses, a bicyclist. Please, look out for 
the other guy; it just may be that he/ 
she is riding a bike. 
name withheld by request 
NOW You(;ET 




. ·. ·.·. ··'#(:-1: , . 
for your listening pleasure 1 
Burton & Tapper: Guitar&· Flute Duo 
Bill Morrissey: Progressive Folk 
"Big Note": 50' s Rock'n'Roll band 
Com.e on down 
for som.e good entertaininent 
Homecoming 
To the Editor: 
I would like to congratulate the 
students of the Homecoming commit-
tee tor au their efforts in making 
arrangements for the Homecoming 
activities two weeks ago. 
The house decorations. parade anct 
cheering contest, in addition to the 
square dance and Ario Guthrie concert 
were sure signs that the Homecoming 
traditions are returning to UNH. 
All the students involved in the 
planning of the festivities are to be 
congratulated for a job well done. 
Nelson F. Kennedy 
Alumni Activities Director 
PAGE NINE 
Canal treaty 
To the Editor: 
There are several ways in which the 
American voter can bring the real 
meaning back to "democratic pro-
cess ... One is to write to his legislators 
and include a signed resolution stating 
the wishes of the people he is sup-
posedly representing, Another is to 
VOTE, not to sit at home with the at-
. titude that "they're all crooks" and 
I ··nobody's honest anymore.'' 
Still another is to get your friends 
and neighbors to pressure your legis-
lators and tell those in favor of the 
1 Canal that you will withdraw support 
unless they change their minds, or 
unless they vote in your favor-
in opposition to the Canal Trea~y. 
Peter M. Arel 










Tuesday, Nov. 1st, 8 Pin 
FREE! 
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·wsBE Mardi Gras is a trip through the past 
By Paul Keegan 
Glenn Miller's band is playing 
"Moonlight Serenade" from an 
elevated bandstand. Multi-colored 
.paper streamers hang from the 
ceiling. 
Men wearing zoot suits with 
pocket watch chains dangling 
from breast pockets and women 
with long evening gowns talk 
quietly over dinner at candle-lit 
tables which surround the dance 
floor . Many are dancing cheek-to-
cheek in the glow of soft-colored 
lights 
Replace Glenn Miller and his 
band with Dave Seiler and the 
UNH Jazz Band, update the 
clothing, and you have a good 
idea of what took place Friday 
night in the Granite State Room 
oftheMUB. 
But the Whittemore School of 
Business Education 's Mardi Gras 
anct li-ourmet ctmner wasn ·t only 
soft music and candlelight. There 
were entertaining vaudeville 
skits, a Mardi Gras parade down 
the simulated streets of New 
Orleans (complete with sidewalk 
caf es ), and a range of music from 
small jazz combos to old-
fashioned Dixieland music to 
more updated rock tunes. All of 
the music was done by members 
of Seiler's band. 
The effects were elaborate and 
convincing. Bus boys and wait-
resses wore colored plastic 
masks in the mood of the Mardi 
Gras . The street paintings, hung 
the length of the -walls on two 
sides, lended atmosphere if not 
realism. 
The food was almost worth the 
$11 price. Hors d'oeuvres were 
first on the menu followed by a , 
shrimp remeoulade, mixed sea-
food gumbo and the en tree, baked 
red snapper atop rice, with a 
creole sauce, broccoli and corn 
bread. 
The red snapper was the high-
light but the creole sauce was 
what made it work. Spinach salad 
and pecan pie a la mode rounded 
Tuesday, November 1 
off the menu, which seemed to 
have no end during the five hour 
affair. 
But without the music, neither 
the atmosphere created by the 
costumes and props, nor the 
original southern-style food 
would have been enough to bring 
the dinner off effectively. 
The combos provided pleasant 
background music, but it wasn't 
until the entire 20-plus piece band 
got together that the room 
livened up and guests got up and 
started dancing. 
The guests were mostly middle 
aged and old enough to re-
member \3/hen the "Chatanooga 
Choo-Choo" was on the hit 
parade. They danced, showing off 
moves they used in the days long 
before disco was ever heard of. 
"A fell a came up to me and 
said he recognized the music," 
said guest Arthur Wingo of Ports- -
mouth, "And these kids weren't 
even born when these songs were 
written." 
Wingo, a middle-aged man with 
a greying crew-cut and thick-
framed glasses , laughed at his 
joke. "But these kids have done~ 
good job with the backdrops and 
all. It must have taken a lot of 
planning. " 
The UNH Jazz Band, which 
appeared with Clark Terry in the 
Montreaux Jazz Festival two 
summers ago, showed versatility 
by being able to break up into 
small combos to play many dif-
ferent styles of music, then blend 
together for the Big Band sound 
that was po·pular in the 1930's and 
'40's. 
"I enjoyed the band," said 
Herve Lagasse of Rochester, one 
of the guests . "I think the whole 
thing is a good idea so the parents 
can see what's going on here and 
support the University." 
Lagasse came with a group 
which makes annual trips to 
these dinners. A group of WSBE 
students, under the direction of 
Functional Management Prof es-
The Bad News Bears star in Breaking Training at the Frank-
lin Theater. 6:30 and 8:30 p. m. 
MUSO presents a night at the MUB Pub. The three acts 
are Burton and Tapper, Bill Morrissey and Big Note, 
a 50 's rock band. 
Wednesday, November 2 
Pianist Lorin Hollander gives a Sidore Lecture in Richards 
Auditorium of Murk/and Hall at 8: 15 p. m. His subject 
is, "Music as a Metaphor For Existential Search." 
Romeo and Juliet is at the Franklin. 
The Mardi Gras of the north was put on this weekend in the Granite State Room of the MUB. 
Julie Hcirris depicts poet 
Emily Dickinson on the fine 
show Belle of Amherst. Chan-
nel 11, 8 p.m., Tuesday. 
THE ARTS 
sor E·ric Orkin, did all of the 
planning for the event. 
The whole affair came off well. 
It was well organized and with 
no major difficulties. 
However, there were a few 
minor problems. The introduc-
tion on the dance floor of the 12· 
member managerial staff near 
the end was unnecessary, and 
while their parents may have ap-
preciated it, the gesture made 
them look more like they were 
giving a performance than an 
effort to please the customer. 
And the waiters and waitresses 
may have tried too hard to-
please. "They kept trying to fill 
my water glass and it was getting 
annoying." 
While the theme of jazz in the 
days of old was a good one the 
music and scenery cover~d ton 
wide of a time span. Approxi-
mately 50 years of history was re-
created, from Dixieland and rag-
time music which originated in 
New Orleans in the early 1900's 
to the Big Band Era which was 
popular in the north in the '30's 
and '40's. 
A focus of one time period or 
another would have been better 
~ec~mse the two different period~ 
m history and the life style which 
went with them are not as similar 
as the planners must have 
thought. 
But, these are minor, nit-
picking problems. WSBE should -
be congratulated for their or-
iginality and management ability 
-to pull the whole evening off with 
only a few dropped trays and a 
couple broken hearts, which 
came from the wistful remem-
brances of "the good old days," 
brought on by a convincing 
evening of nostalgia. 
Casey Holt i? at the MUB Pub. 
Thursday, November 3 
Pianist Lorin Hollander gives a recital in Johnson Theater 
of Paul Arts. 8 p. m. Be there. 
Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman star in All the Presi-
dent's Men at the Strafford Room of the MUB at 7 and 
9:30 p.m. 
Woodzig Brothers are at the MUB Pub. 
Cousin, Cousine is at the Franklin. 
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McKinney understands his magazine Ruby, Ruby confuses 
McKINNEY 
continued from page 2 
more honest, direct and in tune 
with reality and life as it is than 
they used to be." 
. McKinney said women's maga-
zmes have had the best years in 
thei~ history the past two years, 
partially because advertisers 
have come to think of magazines 
as a better medium to sell their 
products than television. 
He also said women editors are 
in more demand at McCall's than 
in the past. Until a few years 
ago, women were not allowed to 
build up the skills needed to edit 
a w_agazine. he said. 
'Now the people being trained 
at McCall's, -who will be the edi-
tors of tomorrow, are all women," 
he said. 
McCall's, he said, will market 
a new magazine called Your 
Plac~, beginning next February . 
McKinney said the magazine will 
be aimed at young men and 
! women aged 20-29 and will fea-
ture lifestyle articles geared to 
their limited budgets. 
Ruby, Ruby by Gato Barbieri. 1material. 
: By Matt Cegelis ' To say that an artist has com-
. Gato Barbieri's Ruby, Ruby' ·nercialized his music is a ser-
is confusing and disappointing. ous statement, especially when 
. Gato's intense tenor saxaphone: · :1e has made important innova-
1s d.rowned out in a sea of live contributions in his field 
medi(?C~ity. The album is played . ( in Barbieri 's case jazz.) 
, by simplistic, predictable : Selling out is a cardinal sin, 
a~rangements made unbearable · if it can be proven. The trouble 
with the tacky use of canned 1s, few musicians will admit to 
orchestration by String Contrac- , prostituting their art. 
tor David Nadieu. ' Has Gato Barbieri sold out'? 
Work crew coIDplains about wages 
The arrangements, by ,Gato, Past works have demonstrated 
Jay Chattway. and Herb Alpert, his ertormous talent with passion-
lack _ imagination. Alpert's mid- ale, fiery tenor solos over stimu-
dle of the road attitudes have lating Latin/jazz ryth:ms. His 
he~vily infh1enced Barbieri, who reputation demands he be given 
, must bear tmal responsibility for . the benefit of the doubt. Bad 
WORKERS 
continued from page 2 
--two weeks paid vacation to 
new employees (the ·amount of 
paid vacation goes up with the 
number of years employment so 
that after ten years it avera~es 
2.8 days per month); · 
·· ·--blue cross-blue shielac: (plan 
D); 
--medical plans, including long 
and short term disabilities; · 
--dental policy paying for all 
dental work done for the employ-
ee ( plus an option to include his 
family in the Plan for an addition-
alfee); 
--life insurance programs; and 
--the sa~e retirement program 
which is offered to the faculty. 
.. 'People don't appreciate the 
benefits as much as the Univer-
1..r~ity ~ould like but the University 
. 1s domg as well as it can", says 
r Miller.-
. Because these benefits won't 
show up in hard cash every week, . 
. the workers seem to feel that the 
· benefits are not an adequate com-
pensation, according to Sherman. • 
As one worker who wishes to ~ 
remain anonymous says, "You~ 
h~ve to be w;lling to take less . 
money if you want to work here 
and enjoy the advantages the 
University has to off er.'' 
this syrupy record. - 'albums happen. 
Ruby, Ru.by tastes like coffee It is hopeful, Barbieri will tire 
with six sugars and extra cream. of the easily digestible unin-
The music is safe, and can be spired -format of Ruby,' Ruby 
played on any soft-rock, depart- and return to grow in his nat-
ment store oriented station. lural environment, jazz. 
To say mat li-ato nas toned 
down the intensity of his music 
is an understatement. He has 
watered the fire of his pas-
sionate playing to the point 
where it's almost inaccessible. 
sellj-~1g your cadillac? 
advertise in the class ads 
The potential of the album, 
(any album with backup band 
. that includes Lenny White, Steve 
Gadd, Lee Ritenour, and David 
Spinozza has potential), is. never 
fulfilled. The performances are 
competent, but even the best 





There wiil be a meeting 
of all interested 
Jewish students 
Gmpus 
G of Durham Xero,9200 . opy "Ready made copy -47 Main Street- Tel. 868-2450 Same day seroice" 
o.n Thursday, 
November 3 at 8 p.m. 
in the Carroll/Belknap 
Room of the MUB 
• Complete personal resume service 
• only 7 cents per copy e A void waiting, save 
time & money with us 
FINE QUALITY DESIGNER 
MENSWEAR & ACCESSORIES 
HOURS 
Mun., Tut•s . Sat , 9 6 
Wed ., Thurs. F-r , 9 - 9 
40 marfet street 603: 43!~5003 







8: 15 p .m., Wednesday, November 2 
Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall 
no admission charge 
The Study of Music as a Metaphor 
for Existential Search 
·celebrity Series Concert 
8:00 p.m., Thursday, November 3 
- Johnson Theater 
Students in advance $4; general admission 
and all tickets at doorS5.50 
Chaconne for Solo Violin Bach-Brahms 
arranged for piari'(? left hand alone 
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring Bach-Hess 
Quintet in E-Flat Major for Piano 
and Winds, Opus 16 Beethoven 
With The UNH Faculty Woodwind Quintet 
Pictures at an Exhibition Mussorgsky 
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Air Fare, 7 Nights Hotel 
Jamaica . ... ... . .. . .... . . .. . $269 
p d' I l d Bahamas ...... . .. . .. .. .. . .. $345 
ara 1se s an . . . . . . ..... . . $555 St Maarten · $43 C 11 . . . .... ... ... . ... . 
arave e. • • • .. • • .... ... . . . . $585 Barbados $469 Ft R 1 . . ..... .. ......... . 
• oya . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $515 Cancon, Mex .. . . . .... .. . ... . $35 
:IVERSITY~TR!1:-► 
35 Main St. Tel. 868-5970 
Across from Post Office 
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UNH calendar niay hurt students 
CALENDAR 
continued from page 1 
sometime in the future . 
Thomas said the biggest im-
pact of the changed caler:idar will 
be felt at pre-registration for next 
semester. 
"The time and room schedules 
will be out by Nov. 21. Pre-
registration will take· place Nov. 
28 to Dec. 7. This doesn't give the 
students very much time to 
decide upon their courses and get 
their advisors' signatures, " 
Thomas said. 
hours of computer time needed to 
complete the schedules. 
The eom put er takes care of the · 
schedules for students who 
receive all their classes. 
Approximately 3,000 students 
do not get all their classes and 
these must be done by hand, ac-
' cording to Thomas. 
"We have nine working days to 
get all -.:he schedules done, " 
Thomas said. " We are com-
pressing an awful lot into a small 
space. This will result in more 
overtime.than usual in the 
Registrar 's Office.'' 
There will also be a problem 
with suspensions, Thomas said. 
before they realize they can't 
return to school, according to 
Thomas. 
"I don't have an easy solution 
for the calendar problem. There 
are mariy factors to take into 
consideration. We should wait un-
til the end of the year to fairly 
judge it,'' Thomas said. 
Harvey said the calendar 
change is causing problems in the 
billing office for second 
semester . 
"We have two days to get all 
the information into the com-
puter. Tallies of class members 
must be ready for the deans by 
.--------------------------..... ~ec. 10 and 11,'.' she said. 
The deans need this infor-
mation so they can decide if there 
is a need1 for more classes and in-
structors, according to Thomas. 
Grade reports should be 
finished by Jan. 3, then each case 
of suspension must be looked 
over. The suspension letters will 
be sent out by the 9th. This is only 
six days before the beginning of 
socond somostor. Suspondod 
students wm have paid their bills . 
·"Billing will be done by the 
middle of December and they 
must be paid by January 6. This 
may cause financial problems for 
students and their families 
because it is an earlier date than 
usual. We like to give students at 
least three weeks to'get their bills 
paid,'' Harvey said. Bermuda 
Breakaway, 
• 1'tt 
Take your break in Bermuda at the only 
major hotel that 's right on the beach. 
Feel free and easy. Doing the things you like 
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel. 
5 days/ 4 nights $279* per person (four t? a room) 
• Rou·ndtrip Jet coach air travel via Delta Airlines 
• Mopeds • Horseback riding • Breakfast and 
Dinner daily• Unlimited tennis on six day/night 
courts• Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment. 
Available January 2 to January 31, 1978. 






Office of Student Activities 
Memorial Union, Room 126 
862-1001 
Or call SRS TOLL FREE (800) 225-1372 
In Massachusetts (800) 842-1202 
I 
.M'm :t of th~ .schedu)g.1, wiJJ be 
run over Christmas. There are 22 
BOSTON 
AREA II STUDENTS 
1st of three weekly buses 
to Boston Common-
take the subway all ~ver the city 
SATURDAY NOV. 5 
Leave the Quad 11 a.m. 
Leave Boston 8 p.m. 
$1.50 
sign up at Area II 
Community Desk, Devine 
sponsored by Area II Prog. 
. ' 
There may be a hold-up in 
billing if there is a delay in the 
decision of a tuition increase, he 
said. 
Harvey suspects that there will 
be more overtime hours put into 
the billing office because of the 
compacted period of time they 
have to·work with. 
' 'Our office is very adaptable, 
we are prepared to deal with 
problems. There is always a need 
for more time," Harvey said. 
Robert Simpson , associate 
professor of Physics and Chair-
man of the Academic Senate, 
said he is worried about "the pinch-
ing in of the semester." 
" I know that a large number of 
faculty agree with me. We want 
to give students their money's 
worth. I also think that there is 
too long of a grind between the 
beginning of the semester and 
Thanksgiving, " Simpson said. 
The Academic Senate's new 
Calendar and Curriculum Com-
mittee is comprised of English 
Professor Edmund Miller, earth 
science Professor Herbert 
Tischler, physical education 
Professor Marion Beckwith, 
cliemical engineering Prof e~or 
V.K. Mathur, Librarian Hugh 
Pritchard, Whittemore School. of, 
Business and Economics ·Dean' 
Charles Warden, and juniors 
Randy Schroeder and P .J. 
Waldrr.1n. . 
"The committee hasn't met 
yet," Simpson said. "I hope that 
they will call in a lot of people for 
ideas. I wan: them to look at the 
calendar situation at UNH and 
other land grant universities to 
see the trends. 
'·'It is very important to notice 
whether other schools are in-
creasing or paring down tkeir 
calendar. I hope that the commit-
tee will be experts on the subject 
and be able to give a specific 
suggestion for a new calendar to 
the senate," Simpson said. 
-----
1classifie.d ads~----
cars for sale 
· 19.7:l Superbeetle Sun ro.o( new -paint job.- 4 
; --Ae'«' ' tires 48 .000 miles. JuST LIKE NEW. 
,,,- ~2.L()()O ._~ all 7721!940 ev~n_ir_1g_s . 11 / 1 __ . 
197:i' MG8 l{oadste r $1700 }<;xce lle nt Con-
dition Michelin Radials AM-l<' M Ra dio Call 
fi;1!J-2fi0(i 11 / ll 
pre-paid class ad ·rorm 
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: --- - ---- --- -----·-·- --·- --·····-·----------------
---------- ------... - . - ........... - -···-- -·- .. ··---- -· --------
-------- ---•·- ·· ·-· _______ ____ .... ____ ___ __ 
PLEASE PRINT MUST BE PREPAID 
FIRST INSERTION : $1.00 for 30 words or Jess; S.50 for ~ach 15 words extra. 
E:A'6H CQNSl-,~~UTIVE INSERTION: $.25 Maxim1n1 number of runs: 6. 
Tt-tephone numbe1s and dates count as one word; hyphenated words count as two. 
Mistabs on our part meJ>it one additional run . 
Amt. end.: ro au~ TIMES. 
Make cheeks.payabtt> toi The New Hampsh ire , Rm. 1~1. Mftl'lori'al Union. 
l !fio \'\\ S<,11.ird1,_1ck . r.i d i;1 h . 11( '\I s l11wks. 
l;t!ll'l'iil1Jr . tH'I 111/Pl' llJ r ~. ~H .\II'(; _ ,\s k111 g . 
~ 1:111. 110 o r JU 1. 'a ll Sk ip li!l~ -~-1::i d;1\s 
~O, --l:1!1-:!fl l:! 111ghts 11 I.i . . 
(ill_ \ '_. \\' Ii us tor pa rt s <'11g11H · ;i 11d trans 
llll SS IIIII ,l'h· J.,! 011( ', S(·;il,; ;1 11d illl( ·nor ;ti '(' 
.1\·;iil;il,J<, .i s \\di ;i ~ hmh pa rh . ( ';il l \\'!'s~ 
;ii llfiH-! l!i~!I 0!.:.!.'.:-~1 -.:,li~I . 11 ' 1.-, 
For Sale-1970 Volkswagon . Excellent condi-
tion . Only 52,000 miles . Includes two extra 
snow tirts . $950 or best offer . Call 868-2:l30 af-
tf'r fi:00 Jl.Ll. 
1961, Volvo 122s 2dr sect. Sofid body redone 
and painted last year. Excellent interior. 
Engine runs strong. 2 new michelins snow's 
asking $67:'i .OO Call Matthew 772-45:=.o or 742-
:lll76 I 1/ 1 
FOi{ SALE: 1976 Dodge Dart Life . Good 
condition. 4 spd . Hurst--6 cyl, excellent gas 
mileage, -4 new tires , 26,000 miles , $:l.000 
080. Call Sue 862-2242 Davs or 942-52W 
evenings . I 1/ H • 
KfGB. ~971. dark green. Mechanically excel-
lent. Body average 58,900 miles. asking 
!~=~~ C~ll Marc at 868-7484.11 / 15 
!!Ifill Porsche !J1 2 Good Kody ancl paint Ex-
cellent intpri,>r. deluxe instruml'ntation . Not 
driven last ;1 ·wintl'rs . NC'w radials all a -
round. Huns very strong asking $:1;;00.(IIJ 
Call Matthew 77?-4;1;j0 742-:lll7fi I I / I 
for sale 
ATTN : S'!'UDE:NTS a_nd anyone in need ol 
furniture m good cond1t1on and of good qual -
1tv without _ the outlandish prices of new. 
Also featuring the best pnces on WATI<~R-
8EDS in the area . Come down lo Water-
beds 'n r'urniturc. 16:! Islington St. Ports-
mouth Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Phone 4:36-128(,. I 1/ ll 
Stereo Speakers: Advance V. Pair $125. 
Turntable: Pioneer PL! 120 $75. Both new 
with warranty cards . 868-56:ll 11 / 4 
~~<IB SALE: 1977 Mercur_y Coug_ar · XH7. 
Excellent condition PS/ PB . AC, AM / FM Heathkit Stereo FM Tuner-for sale-walnut 








e--works fine--$60,_cit! Steve af868--I>7~5 
8:00-4:00Asking $5.ll()(J.00 Must se ll!! Getting 
married. 11/1 Alamo 55-watt guitar amplifier with reverb 
! and tremelo. Asking $200. Also Vivitar 
}<'or sale. 1976 Suzuki , GT 2;10, e xcPllent con - 200mm f3.5 adaptable preset telephoto lens . 
dition. must sell. $700 firm . also 1970 Ponti ac Asking $100. Both excellent condition . Call 
Catalina. good condition . 6:l.000 original Jeff in room 121. 862-1655. 11/11 
miles . $900. Call Bud 862-1290 in Durha rn I I / 1 FRIGIDAIRE FREEZER for sale. 11 cu . ft. 
12 years old . Very good condition . best offer . 
l 'J71 Jeep C..15 Reii_egade, 4 WD, 4 speed wilh ?68-23!!1 or 749-43~Q];_venings .H / 4 • 
overdrive. locking nubs. m a g wheels .roll Skis--this year's moctei Rossi ST's; Roe 's 
ba r. Kody looks good mechanica lly like new 105 's and K-2 710 's , 810 GS. 810 U. l<'rom $125-
New overdr ive. c lutch luel a nd water pumps $160. Ava ila ble in m ost sizes. Limited num-
tires in las t 5000 miles . Ask ing on ly $1!)00 ber . Call Pete or Ken 868-9828 or 2-1 664. Rm . 
1-4:IJ-4:i421 1/.l 21 5. 11 / 11 
1971 SAAB 95 f'o r sa le. !l as fo ur new rn -
dia ls. new tra ns m iss ion . new shocks. Just , 
inserted. Has 51,000 mi les on it. Slight • 
rus t. AsK mg $1400. ca·11 7lt2-3-l75 a ft er 7 p. m. f 
11/1 
,!H·l (\1pri .. Good condition. no rust. 4 cyl. 
sport style. reg. ga~. new radi;ils . snow tires. 
sun roof. Price $1700. Bill Head. Hox 2:14 
Durlrnm 862-llfi:'i. I 1/ 1 
Backpacke r 's _(wo-ma n tent. Mt. Ma rcy: 
Weig hs unde r fi ve lbs , one of the lightest on 
the m __ a rke t. Exc{'Jlent condi tion . Asking $30 
!_Ne~ i5~. f1!!1J!!l.:_531~ter 6 _QJ!LJ 1/1 I 
-FOR SALE KODAK ins ta m a t ic X:.3ocamera 
ana a·lso electronic flas h attachment. Or igin-
al cost - ~45 now $20 Call Margie 868-706911/8 
FOR SALE: EMS VEST good condit ion < like 
new l $18.00 or best offer. Contact Carol Wil-
liamson 704 2-2723 868-9856 I I/ 4 _ 
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-Morrissette runs for SBP 
MORRISSETTE 
continued from page 3 
Union Building (MUB) Board of 
Governors. 
Morrissette says DRAC should . 
serve in more than an advisory 
capacity. Under the present 
system, Director of Residential 
Life David Bianco makes the 
final decisions on DRAC's pro-
posals. Morrissette would like to 
see the committee in complete 
power in unison with an advisor. 
Morrissette also want~ the 
committee responsible for build- · 
ups, and establishing rebates for 
students living in them. DRAC 
should investigate the declining 
quality of dining hall food, and 
the reduced lounge capacities 
issued to many of the dorms, 
he says. 
"DRAC would look into where 
room and board money is being 
spent. No one knows what's been 
done with it,'' says Morrissette. 
Morrissette says the MUB 
Board of Governors should be 
able to decide who they want to 
speak or perform, in the MUB 
without the need for administra-
tive approval. 
Even though he lives on-
campus, Morrissette says he is 
aware of problems the commut-
ers are - faced ~ith. He wants 
Student Government to work with 
lawyers to investigate the rent 
situation, ·and wants to facilitate 
the apartment hunting process 
which commuters must go 
through. 
"The University is neglecting 
those students without housing. :-
It should be responsible for 
students living off-campus, as 
well as for those living in dorm-
itories," says Morrissette. 
Morrissette says if elected he 
would determine specific goals, 
; and spend a major amount of 
energy and effort to accomplish..-
, them. 
''I would like to have ··the 
1 president elected after me look 
back, and see that, I have done 
constructive things, as a result 
::ind w:;int to do abovo and boyond 
what was done," Morrissette 
( ., 
Authentically styled 
and detailed 55% 
cotton/45% polyester 
shell with 100% wool 
plaid zip-out lining, 
and fully lined sleeves. 
Available in British Tan. 
\ 
Regular and Long. 





Send check or 
money order to: 
Atlantic Cmssi!ig Ltd. 
Box G, Brooklyn Heights, N.Y., 11202 
SIZE: ___ QUANTITY: ___ COLOR: British Tan 
CHECKc=J MONEY ORDERc=J 
NAME __ _ ---- ----~---- -------------
ADDRESS _____________ _ 
CITY _____ STATE _____ ZIP __ _ 
Allow two weeks for delivery 
,----------------------------------------------~ 
I - I 
l OVERNIGHTPARKINGREMINDER I ;I 
I 
:I ,, 
ll Overnight parking is prohibited in all University parking 
Jareas except Lots A, E, & El from November 1 thru March 
1:31 to facilitate snow removal. Illegal overnight parking will 













Complete Eyeglass Service 
*~W PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED 
*C'QRRENT PRESCRIPTIONS DUPLICATED 
. *FRAMF.S REPLACED OR REPAIRED 
'~ARGE SELECTION OF MODERN PRESCRIPTION AND 
NON-PRESCRIPTION SUNWEAR 
*SUN SENSITIVE COLORS 
*FASHION TINTS 
*SAFETY EYEWEAR FOR LABS, PRESCRIPTION AND NON-PRESCRIPTIOr 
~EST SELECTION OF FRAMES, COMPLETE RANGE OF 
METAL, PLASTIC, AND THE NEWEST FRAME MATERIAL OPTYL 
*fHREE CERTIFIED OPTICIANS 
hASTER CHARGE AND BANK AMERICARD WELCOME 
Take the UNH Kari-Van (Route A) to Oak and 
Broadway, we're just around the corner on 
BROADWAY across H10m the Fire Station. 
OR 
Use our Ample Parking Behind Dover Drug 
WHITEHOUSE OPTICIANS, IN~-1, 
.' 
1 ~.. Dover Drug Building 6 Bro.dway Dove,-, N.H. ~ 
~ Tel. 742-1744 8:30-5 Closed Wed. ,. 
Rx PRESCRIPTIONS F~LLED OR DUPLICATED :J: d 
WEATHER INSTRUMENTS BINOCULARS SUNGLASSES mr 
-----.,classified ads-----
Gibson S-1 Electric Guitar, -hardshell case. 
F.xrPIIE>nl rondit.ion . PF...ivev C:lassir Amp. 
Four 10" spkrs. Phasor. Fuzz. Mutrqn. Wah 
Wah. $650 or. 8.0. Call Gerry in 314. 868-9897 
!UL 
For Sale: !2l Cast Aluminum American Ra-
cing Equipment Wheels. 2 5/ 8" Lug pattern-
excellent con. with Goodvear 6fil&.l5 tires 
with less than t,000 miles.· Call Jeff. Chris-
tensen 2:l9-868-9885 2-2:l9:l. 11 /8 
Skis: Orin Mark IV 160's. in excellent coridT-
tion $75.00 A good deal for you bump skiers. 
Call Marty659-2161 between5&7. 11/1 
Kodak pocktl carousel slide project~r_. U~e<i 
about ~ times. Practically new' $2:J. Call 
~~u~ a_~t~r 5 :OO~.f12:.868-7.Qll4 !!fl 
Brilanica III Encyclopedia ·excellent conci-
ition. $500.00 ( cost over _$700.00 new l I'll 
deliver. Chris Kushner. 57 Silver Street. 
Waterville Maine 04901. 11 /! 
For Sale: 25 inch consoie -BWTV old-needs 
work. good piclurP $20.00 Lanze W"l)J im-
ports , Mexican poncho. never used. beauti-
ful conct1t1on $25.00. Mexican leather jacket 
with fringe. horn buttons. never worn. size 
38 mens. $:35.00 or Best offer. 2 men's racing 
bicycle seats $:l.50 at 742-&662 after 5 p.m. 
11/4 
Rossi sfrato io:i's~ quTte sffff. good ed-ges}ots 
of life left in them. have not been used for 
2 years. 200 c.m.; $:15.00 Call Dave 659-
3016. !Leave a messagel 11/4 
Portable typewriter. Galaxie-Twelve Smith , 
Corona. Excellent condition. $65. Nearly half / 
price. great buy. must sell Call Bob F. 
Christensen 218 at Twl 2-195811/1 
roommates 
f:~t~~r i0~W~t~~~ (j~~Aa:r~!:3Jf~-~~: i~t 
Rt. Call afternoons or eves Hasmila or Judy 
742-85Q7_11{1 
Hnollllllall' , kmalt• 1 walllt•cl to shan· ti r,,0111 
ll amµton lll'ad1 aµt. .\l'a!lai>ll' \tl\\ -m\ll 
roo111 and \1ark1ng ,-,p;In' S!l:2 ~,o nwn(li 
lll'.it and uli itil's 111clu1kcl ( ·all !l:2ti -ti1-lll 11 11 
Farm in Kitterv Point on the water. Mature 
housemate t rriale or female l wanted to 
share large attractive farm home with con-
genial bachelor-owner-Yale graduate. Love-
ly setting on iarge ·1rac1 cit ·1ana. ·$J2;,tmon(h 
teT. 1-207-439-0780 1111 -
Neeoeo: one or two roommates: ror two bed-
room apt. for second semester. Newmarket 
$9:>.00/month !cheaper for 2l including heat. 
Directlv on Kari Van. Call Barb or Martha-
659-216i 11 / 1 . 
services 
SF.WING--anylhing from vests and dresses 
to down jacket kits . Also hemming. altera-
tions. You buy pattern and materia1--we sew 
it--extremely reasonable--call 2-1163. ask for , 
Pl}9ebeorPat.Jlj_!'! __ ·_ _ _ _ __:_ 
CORPOREAL MIME-Classes in the De-
crouxian system of dramatic gesture. New 
term begins Nov. 14. Instructor. M. Math-
ews trained at L'Ecole du Mime Corporeal 
in Paris. France. Dance Theatre East. 40 
Pleasant Street. Portsmouth. NH. -J:l6-9192 
1 I / -1 
Anyone desiring a low-priced haircut. each 
FOH SALE: Complett> darkroom . Durst en- cut being unique according to your ex~1ct 
larger. dryer. contact printer. etc_ $16.00. specifications call l indsev ·11 868 :l'll8 on 
Also Sonny reel to reel $2:'iO Asking s,~o oo. Tuesdav or Tl~ursdav 'bet~\·een,7: oo a~d JO: oo 
Call -1:JHi:!B(i I 1/4 _ p.m. All cuts will cost $:UlO. 11 8 
for rent 
Room for rent--male only. Located _on, 
Swain's Lake in Barrington. Furmshed. with • 
private entranc:e. Ca ll Mrs. Caswell !i6-1·2201 
11 / 11 
lost & found 
W:rnlprf .. <:on<l ho~ for Ii vear old Cocker 
Spaniel cross bred. Musi givt' hl'r ,ma:,-· bP-
·cause sne can I nve on campus. rrnust•-
brokrn. Vl'rv affectionate. C'on1ad Karen. 
809 t'hristenspn 2-220/l !lfill-!l!IIO 1 I / 1 
. •lersona Is 
~~- ----- __ ..r_, __ --- ----- ---
Lost on 10/22: delicate silver bracelet. with 8 ' ~it?~ ;\~)\('{~l'! i, :n\\ )it;.!~/ S(.~~ ii 
one-inch links. high 1,;eotimental valuP. If Irr1I1•:1< s1•1n:Y IT.\1.1:\\ JJISlll•:s \\·11.1. 
found , please return to Ruth, 406 Christen- Bl•: Fl·:.\Tt · I< 1-:1 > \\ El J\ I-:s1 >_\ y \t 1\' :! 
sen. 2-235?. 4177 Philbrook. T_h~ntyou. IJ./ 1 ·- \T \11 ' I\<; In H IT .\ LI \ 11 1 
l{E\\.-\1{1> <>J•'Ffo:l<J•:IJ lor all\ inlonnation 
Ilia( il'acis tn !Ill' l'l'l'lll 'l'l'_I 111 ·a i>lul' spiral 
1111ll'i,nok 1\1th l.oolog1· noll's . l,osl Iii :!(i 
;1rouncl !lam Smith ('all Bill Slurnock ,-l!l-:l.J,.-, 
II l 
help wanted 
Help Wanted: Wailers/ Waitresses Bartend-
ers. Barmaids. Dishwashers. Janitor. Cooks 
Helper. All Part-time positions. under UNH 
Work Study Program Officers NCO Clubs. 
Pease AFB N.H. Call Manager at 4:!6-5152 
for details. 11 / H 
Ski slinp S<'<'ks lull and par( -(I11w lwlp. Sail's 
J)(•rson,- and 11wd::1n1t·s IH'l '•lt-d 1•::-;p1·1wnv1· 
dPsm•d-strn11!,! ski background••ss1•11I 1.il t ';ill 
l lo11 loll' ;1ppt · !Hi-Hi:iB:l 11 H 
i~r~i~~ nifda~~d10Nt;ie ~nn;7co~~~~~~fSJU~~s~ 
Copeland. 166 Field House or 8!i2·1H'l0. Leave 
a message. Only six positions aYailable. I 1/ 8 
Resourceful college student with c:ar to ai: -
sist retired person with odd jobs and oc~ ·1-
sional transportation to Rochester. Durham. 
Also--'.l-10 Acres with opl•n country views. 
quiet. Farmington area. Call 8'l!Hi7-ll I 1/ 4 
wanted 
MARK-ITLITEI I I ·on Markl'ling Dav. lo-
cated at WS8E on Nov. 2nd . All studl'1its in-
vitPd I Find out more information b\- picking 
up a program which arC' !wing distr1buted an 
aroundcampu~• 11 / 1 
li(h .\ \\t \I. I >l 1<11.\:\1 .\l<T \SS< )\ 'I. \ 
Tl<I\ <'l<.\1-'TS '>lltl\\ \t1\l•::\lltJ-:I{ I:!. 
!!177. IIIa111 tipnI t 'II/{l~TI.\ \ I.WI·: ( 'J-:\T 
l'I :\L\JllH'l(Y J{f),\l> l)l'Hll.\:\l. 
1·t, .\J·"J'S'.\II•:\ \\ILL Bl•: ~llll\\l\<; .· \ 
Tt1T.\I. IL\\(;J,: tW ()l \I.IT\ n:.\1-'TS 
1-:n:1n t )\J-: l'\\Tl'I·:I> 11 , 
\\illlll'I''- ol li lt' ~lglll,1 \11 S(l'l'<'OI IL1llil• : 
I,-;( l'nt.<' Bel II l<oli1n,1111 ~IHI l 'r11,· I >1111 
l'111ard :lrcl 1'1·11.l' I{11-.s 1'(•111hr11kt· Tlt:111b 
l11ra11"1lil'lil· lp. 11 I 
.Jt-: \\' ISII STl ' IJl•:\TS TIH•n• \\Iii ht•;1 llll'l'l -
lI11g of ;ill illtl'l'<'-.ll'd .l,•1\ i-..h -.111dt•11(s •lll ·I:I111r-.d;11 . :\111 l'nilH·r .; ;1t 1; l' In In tlH· 
< ;1rroll lklk11.ip liol>111 ol lill' \ll I\ 
.I . II T Thanks lor a gn•.il ,-I-.l!'r You 
too I•:.:\! T You ·n· gn·i11 '"" TI·: T ;11H I 
l t. T 1.oYl' I{ I-' T 11 I 
1gri1t11lat1011 l·:,l'c·-. ·-;-x·' Yo11 ar<' !IH· 
l'.'<•;1(Ps('. \\•• ·1· t• Ill! InIr 1\;1\ --o IH•rt•s (o 
l!I(' IH',-;( Cilllip t'I t'I'' l.01·,,. \I ll'ill'll' '" l\t'I Ill 
II I 
il•g-.· \];11 till' Ill'\! ~II 1<'.ll'S 1>1• d'- ln11t 
1111 ;ll}(i ~1l11"1(11;1il\ _1y11 ;ird1ng ;Is till' 1<1,-( 
~11 ll.1pp_\ {1 rlhda~ llil'l'11p,•-.'>onll I 
HIJ.?E NEEDED: To and_ Prom ITHACA. MAHK-IT LITE' F111d out all ahout market-
N. Y; we<;ke~d of Nov :'i·6 W1!l shar~ expc_nses ing Day 011 :\_ovember 2nd at \~SBE . '.\II stu-
PLEASE call Hope at 2-17.!9 or 868-989, rm -drnts 111ntedl Look for PHOGIU'.\IS being 
:!21.11 / 1 givenoutaroundcampus.11 I 
O,\TTIS -mu said no to !;1-.;1 \\l'chwsdav 
; night. hmi· about this Wl'd1wsrla_\·'' llungr\ 
11 / 1 
h;1nn1 \11 nI11n · hl;1ck('llllll! 111 hn.inb T ,\I> 
.IrI· tll'I I,111g ill'\\ ll1< •lli,,tJ, \ ·11 11 ·11 llll( lll'ill'\ l' 
\1 /i,1( I\(' ... ,II\ \\ ,I lk Ill '-'. ;1 l'lllilld :111 · H J;,,t 
>11gl1I \ l11 •,·lio"I' \\ a-- ii·' 11111<' 11 I 
i-11 ·.i~ I<:HI-.h:I 1·I1I·sI\ \ .. ron s,,k 
.I11--t 111111111 11111 th.1I \ Il1I an· L'.<'11 llll! l1•;1r11t 
!it'J'(' I ,·;111 ·1 111, ·,1 !(- ·, 1111 th1111L'.il II, 1,,.l'II 
Ill.ill_\ \(';Ir, ( ';Iii 1i'w ,II 1:1,~ ltillll ( 11111 1· 
l.1 1 11 j 
Tn !1l1 I·· 1.<Hll( Ill•:\ 1\1·:. GHOU:\DFl,tHIJ( 
IIJT1 ·I11'IH'K .\\IJ T11 .\ ~l't·.l 1.11 , 1-'J-:\\ 
·. I\ H.\\l> .\ 1.1, \1.\\\ . \I.\\Y l ll.\\l\S 
::111, ')111 Ii 111-:1,J' .\\I! '>l I '1'1I/;T 111-: 
11; I 1-:1 > .. \\I l \\ I·: Sll I.I. 1--: \l l\\ \\I•:\\ 1-:H I•: 
IULltT Tll.\\h Yt1l Till•: l!l'll 
lll.l·:STII\ T\\'1 l .. 11 I 
· · ,:;~~'.t}~icf:,t~-~~~;~-- t/t:;~'.kc::i;f ":-.,;1~:;!t;'.1r~~ • 
t:l(i-!l:il2 11 ' Ji 
\TTEVl'IO\ '.\IOTOHCYCLISTS: II rnu are 
looking lor a l'OZY spot for \\·inter stoiagt' \\·e 
h;1n• s(oragt' sµact• a1·aibblt· . Locatt>d in 
llurham lt•ss than I mile trom l'ampus. 
Hatt•s Ill'gotiabit' Call Hti8-;;Jl88 11 .J 
\\·a nt to stop smoking. losl' \H'ight. imµron.• 
Study habits. or l'hange your lift• . l11·pnosis 
works. ;\;('w Hampshir<> Cnun,-,l'linf! & H~·pnn-
tlwrap_v ('('Iller. ( all-tiO:l-:182-:i(i!Hi 11 I 
(;arbt•r tran!l is ht•n• again: .lanuarl' in lkr-
mada: Special S-da~· -t -nilt' pal'kagt'. S:ti!l.00 
µPr person I qua ct O<'cllpan~~-, Co111;1l'I Your 
l'ampus Ht>p. Arra I-Kim Bernarrl Smith I J:l 
Hti2-2 lfiO. Arl'a II -Susan Goddard !lubhard 
, :227 Hti2·t71:1 r\rt>a Ill Brun' \,<>1,nerg Eaton 
llousl' 221. 8!i2· I084. 11 . I I 
To tlw girl from :\t•wmarkl't--llanw Hn:1rl'' 
whom I ga,·t• a ridl' to 011 S:11.. 111 I~. !lo ~·1n1 
want togl't togl'till'r·' rall .illl' ,.J l·t•:CH8 II I 
Tin·<l of T\' Di111wr<' l!Pn• ·,-. :1 simpll' llll'X · 
penSI\'(' rl'l'lpt' ffl'all'd Ii~ nutn(1011al l~· 
1111mil-d st11dl'11t,- a( Hl'I. usps' lllH' p;In. 1:1k1•-. 
less ll1an 10 minutl's_ and l';111 t;i,,((• d1lll'rl'lll 
l'H'r\ 111ghl St•nd $1 \ilu,; »t:1111fll'd s,•11 .1,! 
dressed Pill l'lOpl' to hec1pl'. Ho, 1,111. :\l.1_1 
\\ ood. \ ,I O,(iO~ 11 8 
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. COIDICS WSBE plans niarketing 
progrftlll 
Our Better Side 
DOONESBURY 
~ WILL GO FOT? TH£ 
7MA.?i.\, AND TI-IG 




5th ANNUAL CAMERA SHOW 
is coming Nov. 9th to the 






See the 283 
FLASH SYSTEM 
from VIVIT AR 
"HEART of an ENTIRE SYSTEM" 
-$5.00-rebate from VIVITAR 
STRAFFORD RM 
noon till 9 p. m. 
and RIVERS CAMERA SHOP 
DOVER 
by Debbie Blood 
Jim,qe:t. qovr fut off 
ml{ coffee fable .I/ 
by Garry Trudeau--




Jl/5T Kill M&l 
\ 
WSBE 
continued from 2 
--Wiliiam McDondough, ac-
count executive of Foote, Cone & 
Belding, speaking on "Adver-
tising," at 9:30a.m.; 
--Mary Collin, president of Ac-
tion Research, speaking on 
"Market Research" at 11 a.m.; 
--Charles Warden , new dean of 
WSBE at 1 p.m.; 
--C. James Fox, director of 
marketine: at Realty World Inc ., 
speaking on "Sales Mange-
ment; and 
--Peter Hopkins, management 
development director for Jordan 
Marsh Co., speaking on 
"Retailing." 
- All lectures will be followed by 





continued from page 3 
not be tried, all had different 
reasons. 
Jessie Aikman, a senior animal 
science major from Rollinsford, 
said, "I don't think all the space 
they have now is being used." 
Aikman usually parks her jeep in 
A lot Cacross from the Field 
House). 
Joanne Coleman, a staff mem-
ber from Dover who drives a full 
size car, said she thought the 
University should build more 
parking lots. 
Steven Emery, a commuter 
student from Dover, was the 
most pessimistic of those inter-
viewed. He said, "I think they 
ought to leave it just the way it 
is. The parking situation is bad 
enough without them doing any-
thing else to it." Emery drives 
a Chevrolet Monte Carlo. 
Several students said restrip-
ing is only part of the solution. 
Kate McClare. a senior from 
Dover, said, "I think they should 
expand the Kari-Van service as 
well, especially because of the 
energy crisis." _ 
Sophomore Ted Winslow said 
prov1amg more parking ·oh the 
campus would only attract more 
cars to the campus. 
Winslow owns a car but takes 
the Kari-Van -from Dover be-
cause of the parking problem. 
Younger-By-Style 
Students interested in · 
spending either a semes-
ter or a year abroad to 
Great Britain beginning 
in the fall of 1978, should 
come hear Dr. Lynch 
from Educational Pro-
grams Abroad in Murk-
land Hall, Room 111 on 
Thursday, November 3rd 
at3:00p.m. . U~ISEX 
IS YOUR LAST HAIRCUT 
STILL HURTING? 
IF SO FOR APPT. CALL 
742-2289 
Separate Areas 
For Men & Wome_n 
Hair Shaping 
Specialists 
We shape your hair fl'*** .. **_..* ... 
EXACTLY THE WAY * • 
YOUWANTIT* Need a ** 
No scalped look 
Specialists in long hair. ** CAR ** 
788 Central A venue 
(Across from Wentworth * * 
Douglass Hospital) * new or used * 
OFFER GOOD MON-THUR : call Portsmouth: 
Special!! Get Acquainted --Offe;i- **· 436-1700 1 
We at Younger-By-Style wml 
Shampoo, Condition, Cut and I : Ken y ergeau : 
Blow-Style your hair for $6.00 l 1 * * 
C It * . ompe e. 1 * 
Offer good with Terry or 1 * your Pontiac * 
Roberta only. This ad must be I * ..., * 
presented for this special price. I * Cadillac Sales .. 
Only 4 miles from Expires Nov. 20, 1977. Good only I * * 
campus _Mon-~hur, __ - ________ ,. :* Representative * 




By Gerry Miles 
The UNH women's tennis team 
closed out their season Friday 
afternoon with a record of 7-3, 
but it could have been better 
than that, according to sopho-
more Jocelyn Berube. 
"We had a good year," said 
Berube. "We lost two close 
matches to Harvard and UMass 
that we could have won and not 
that many people beat Dart-
mouth. On that basis, I felt 
that we really played well enough 
for a 9-1 season. I wish we had 
more matches to play, because 
everything is just starting to jell." 
UNH's matches against Har-
vard and UMass were decided 
by a few points in the darkness. 
Pam Dey, a freshman from 
Chapel Hill, N.C. echoed Borube's 
thoughts. "We did well," said 
Dey. "We have alot of talent on 
the team. We could have done 
better." 
The other loss came to a strong 
Dartmouth team in Hanover. 
"It was"the only time all year 
that I felt we were honestly beat-
en by a better team,'' said coach 
Joyce Mills. "I was hoping that 
we could have won at least one 
or two matches, but they (Dart-
mouth) are a really fine team.,, . 
Pam Smith was confident in 
Friday's match and played a 
strong game, taking Sarah Lesene 
in straight sets, 6-2, 6-3. 
However, a few of the team-
mates were having trouble get-
ting their win nailed down. First 
seed Judy Luber, Meg Dignam 
and first doubles team Nancy 
Veake and Jocelyn Berube split 
their first two sets , but won their 
r~spective third sets-easily. _ 
Junior Meighan Dignam took 
her first set and was leading in 
the second, 5-1 when her oppon-
ent, Kris Ikkela, rallied to tie 
the match and went on to win 
the tie breaker. Dignam woh the 
third sef 6-4 to wrap up her match. 
Luber came back after losing 
her first set, 4-6 to take the next 
two 6-1, 6-2. Judy Wiles also won 
handily in straight sets. 
The doubles teams of Nancy 
Daneker and Lisa Bragdon easily 
disposed of their opponents, 6-2, 
6-2 while next to them, the sister 
team of Kim and Lee Bosse had 
little trouble with their oppon-
ents, 6-0, 6-4. 
Veale and Berube, playing one 
of their worst matches ever as 
a doubles team, still won after 
a tough afternoon. 
Two netwomen have set land-
marks of sorts. Both Lisa Brag-
don and Nancy Daneker have lost 
only one match in the two years 
they've been playing. 
Dancker's loss came this year 
when she played fourth singles 
against Dartmouth. Bragdon lost 
one doubles match and one 
singles match to Dartmouth. 
Gridders lose 
FOOTBALL 
continued from page 16 
"We were pretty psyched for 
the game," sai_d Wildcat tailback 
Bill Burnham, who churned out 
124 yards on 25 carries. "We just 
made too many mistakes.'' 
Burnham was another of the 
few UNH bright spots. He broke 
away for a 40 yard touchdown 
run in which he broke four tack-
les before stepping into the un-
touched. 
That tally came in the first 
quarter, making the score 14-0 
in favor of UNH. After only 11 
1 minutes, the Cats had a two-
touchdown lead and it looked like 
another easy victory. 
But the URI players decided 
they wanted the game and went 
and took it. 
The Wildcats were hurt by lack 
of continuity on offense and pen-
alties, which totaled up 73 yards 
against them. 
"They' just beat us," said 
Bowes. "But that's the price you 
have to pay when you're number 
one." 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY NOVEMBER 1, 1977 
UNH sophomore Jocelyn Berube teamed up with Nancy 
Veale to win their doubles match Friday, as the women fin-
ished the se~son at 7-3. (Brenda Cooperman photo) 
Crossan leads-harriers 
to third in conference 
By Dana Jennings 
UNH runners Gary Crossan 
and George Reed led the UNH 
cross country team to a third 
place finish (78 points) Saturday 
at Rhode Island at the Yankee 
Conference cross country cham-
pionships. 
The third place finish is UNH's 
highest finish since 1970. 
UNH placed behind runaway 
winner Massachusetts (29 points) 
and Connecticut (61 points). 
It was the first time this season 
Crossan had beaten Reed in a 
meet. 
Crossan said, "Finishing 
second was a big breakthrough 
for me. It was the best I've ever 
run." 
Crossan wasn't in second place 
throughout the race. In the last 
mile he went from sixth to second 
place. 
"The last mile was the key," 
said Crossan. "It was a big 
struggle. I was struggling with 
myself. In the last mile I went 
after each runner. 
"I passed Frank Carroll (third 
place) with about sixty yards to 
go." 
With Reed and Crossan fin--
ishing second and fourth, it was 
the first time UNH had ever 
placed two runners among the 
top five in the YC championships, 
according to UNH cross country 
coach John Copeland. 
"I was happy with our finish," 
said Copeland, "if we had gotten 
more help from the back of the 
pack, we may have finished 
second.'' 
Mike Quinn from Massa-
chusetts won the race with a time 
of 24: 12 for the five mile course. 
Other UNH runners to place in 
the top 25 were Mark Berman, 
19th and Glenn Hilton, 21st. 
Maine (99 points), Boston 
University (116 points), Vermont 
(166 points) and Rhode Island 
074 points) finished fourth 
through seventh respectively be-
hind UNH. _ 
UNH's next meet is the New 
England's this Saturday at 





in your future. 
Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can 
heir, plan your financial future with 
CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's 
leadet in life insur~»ce for college seniors. 
find out about CollegeMaster. 
Call the FideiitJ Union CollegeMaster® 
Field Associate in your area:-
RICHARD HUSS 
PAGE FIFTEEN 
UNH spikers go . 3-1 
By Laurie Fisher 
The UNH volleyball team com-
piled a 3-1 record Saturday in a 
_ tournament held at Bates 
_ College, losing the opening match 
to Vermont and downing UMaine-
F arm ington. Bates, and 
Southeastern Massachusetts. 
The Cats had beaten UVM sound-
. ly earlier in the season, and the 
- Catamounts were out tor 
revenge. U~M won, 15-4 and 15-8. 
Said UNH coach Laurel Milos 
"We were cold and stiff offen: 
sively throughout the match." 
Milos said the main problem for 
her squad was poor serve 
passing. 
Kelly Stevens of UNH said, 
"We were just too overconfident. 
We'd beaten them earlier, and we 
thought we could do it again. 
Vermont has really improved 
from the last time, and we were 
not prepared.'' 
1\filos credited frc.'.:lhmcn Ellen 
Grant and Iris Ranscher with 
, some key spikes in the first game 
against UMaine-Farmington. 
The Cats took that game by a 15-3 
score. 
The second game of the match 
was more hotly contested. UMF 
hela a 10-9 lead before UNH 
"rallied well," according to 
Milos, and won, 15-13. 
Bates pulled out to an 8-0 lead 
in the firs_t · game of that match. 
Grant, Ranscher and sophomore 
Sue Duffy took charge, -and led 
UWH to a 15-12 win. Said Milos, 
"When the girls found their hit-
ting range, they just picked apart 
the defense." 
Our serve reception was poor in 
the beginning, and Bates had a 
really good server,'' said Pat 
, Casey, UNH's captain. · 'But 
· when we got the serve, they 
couldn't come back with spikes or 
setups.'' · 
In the final match, UNH com-
plotoly dominated Southcc1..:sten1 
Mass . 
FACTORY TO YOU 
$ $ SAYINGS $ $ 






Pine Street Extension 
(in the Mill Yard) 
Nashua, N.H. 
Take Exit 5E Off Turnpike (Rte. 3) Turn Left On 
Pine Street (2nd Traffic Light) 
Mon.- Thurs. 2:30 to 5 :00 p.m. 
Fri. 12:00 to 5:00 p.m. 
Sat. 9 :00 to 12 noon 
'********* . { PETTEE : 
i BROOK : 
~ MARKET* 
-fc*****-lrk*** 
"Fancy Meats and Fine Provisions" 
SPECIALS THIS WEEK 
CENTER CUT PORK CHOPS ..... $1.18 lb. 
COOKED DELI ROAST BEEF 
SLICED TO ORDER ........... $1.99 lb. 
OCEAN FRESI:J COD FILLET .... $1.59 lb. 
GRAPE FRUIT~ PINK OR WHITE .. 6/69' 
BUMBLEBEE 
CHUNK LIGHT TUNA 6 oz .......... 63' 
SHURFINE BREAD 20 oz .......... 3/$1.00 
SHURFINE ICE CREAM 1/2 GAL ...... 89¢ 
COKE & TAB 2 LIT~TER BOT .......... 69( 
Special Sale on other Beverages 
Try us for Extra Special Sa,ings 
pettee brook lane 
durham 868-2121 
*****1rlc*******-lrk 
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Upstart Rams knock Cats 
from undefeated ranks 
By Paul Keegan , this was the most satisfying win 
Slotback Lorenzo Henderson of my career.'' 
danced to the line of scrimmage, The main reason that UNH lost 
waving an index finger high in was wearing number severi tor 
the air to the capacity crowd at I URI. Quarterback Steve Tosches 
Meade Field. The final seconds had an absolutely incredible af-
soon became history and the ternoon, shredding the UNH sec-
game was over. _ ondary with his passing. 
New Hampshire had fallen. Tosches, who connected on 73 
Fans streamed onto the field, per cent of his tosses in the first 
swarming the jubilant Rhode Is- ha.If ( 11-15) moved the Rams up 
land players.-The upstart Rams, the field by throwing on almost 
a consistently erratic team with a ever~ down· in the third quarter. 
losing record, had knocked off the "It ...._was a ball-control type of 
number one team in the nation passing," said Griffin. "We ex-
in Division II. pected to put the ball in the air 
After the game, the theme from from the start, because we knew 
the movie, Rocky blared inside UNH would be different to run 
the URI locker room . · on.'' 
"That's our theme song," said "The key was the offensive 
an overjoyed Ram coach Bob line," Tosches said after the 
Griffin after his team's 21-20 up- game. "They gave me time and 
~ct. "We were a million to one I ju::it ::iat back there and threw. 
shot, just like Rocky. But, "We knew that New Hampshire 
we took our b st shot and won .. ,_ had not really been challenged all 
Rhode Island was as high for year, so we thought if we could 
the game as a team could get hang in there, we could take 
while still keeping its feet on the them. And," he added with a 
football field . The bulletin board·- grin, "it makes it sweeter to beat 
in the Ram locker room was the number one team." 
covered with a dozen or more Tosches, who was named to the 
newspaper accounts of UNH's .. - weekly all-east (ECAC) all-star 
_previous seven :victories. j,eilin for his 16-20 passing per-
Individual p1ctu_res of Uf:.JH 1::fermance against Boston Univer-
players were tacked to the board ' sity last week, said Saturday 's 
along with the UNH-dominated 
1
~e was more satisfying to 
Yankee Conference statistic , him. 
URI •quarterback Steve Tosches struek this pose many times 
during Saturday's game, leading the Rams to a 21-20 upset of 
UNH. <Scott Spalding photo) 
sheet, with each UNH player's · I'd have to say that this was 
name underlined with magic the best game of my career," he 
marker. said. 
" We played our hearts out, " Tosches had some glue-finger-
.said Griffin . " I'd have to say that ed receivers to throw to. He used . 
Stickwomen finish 
season undefeated 
What the loss means ... 
Now that the dust has cleared, it's time to analyze what UNH's 
loss to URI Saturday means to the Wildcats. 
Ry Nancy Maculiewi<;z 
On Friday afternoon, the UNH 
field hockey team did not play 
their usual impeccable ball. 
Nevertheless, the Wildcats ended 
their regular season undefeated 
(8-0-1 ) by defeating Dartmouth 
College, 2-0 . 
For once, UNH coach Jean 
Rilling wasn ' t completely happy 
with her team's play. " I don 't 
think they feel they played as 
well as they could," said Rilling , 
"but they managed to win any-
way." 
Dartmouth didn't take advan-
tage of UNH's uncharacteristically . 
weak fielding and stickwork: The \ 
Wildcats outhustled Dartmouth 1 
by four and one half minutes ·in 
penetration time. 
Kathy Sanborn made the first 
goal, .a well-placed drive into the 
corner of the cage. -
Rilling said, "Kathy always 
plays well. Today she had an-
other excellent game." Sanborn's 
goal came at nineteen minutes in 
the first half. 
Freshman Patty Foster scored 
the Cats ' other goal at twenty-
nine minutes in the second half. 
"We just kept poking at the ball 
and I finally got it under her 
( Dartmouth goalie Laurie 
Center's) pads," said Foster . "It 
could have been a higher score," 
she added. 
The Cats cannot win the Yankee Conference outright . They 
are now 3-1 in the YC. Massachusetts is currently number one 
in the conference, having gone undefeated within the con-
ference , at 4-0 . · 
UMass's only remaining conference game is a week from Sat-
urday at Cowell Stadium against UNH, Rhode Island (3-1 in the 
YC) also has one conference game remaining on that sarne 
date against Connecticut. 
If URI beats UConn, and they will probably be favored , and if 
UNH beats the Minutemen Nov . 12, the YC title will be shared 
by UNH, UMass and URI. 
UMass can win the title outright with a victory over UNH in 
that deciding game. 
On the national level , only one team from the Yankee Con-
ference will probably be invited to the Division II playoffs . 
If the Wildcats beat UMass, they have a good shot at being one 
of the top eight teams in the nation picked. 
If they lose, it should end all UNH play-off hopes and UMass 
has the best shot of the three of seeing post-season action. -
~ ~ 
UNH hooters lose sixth straight game, 3-0 · 
Bv Lee Hunsaker 
·No matter what they do, they 
just can 't score . No mailer what 
they try, they just can't-seem to 
put the ball into the net. 
The UNii booters dropped their · 
sixth straight game last Friday. 
their fourth in a row by s'1utout. 
and they now can only look to-
ward their homestead, which will 
close out their 1977 season. 
Toctav, UNH will host Babson 
College·, the reigning Division III 
ECAC champions, at 3 p.m. at 
Brackett Field. UMass and Dart-
mouth will follow . 
Babson is a well balanced 
team. which is having another 
successful season this year. The) 
are already thinking ahead to the 
Division III playoffs. 
Rhode Island did the honors 
Friday· afternoon, shutting out the 
Cats.~ :3-0, marking the fifth time 
in six games that the Wildcats 
offense has failed to produce. 
One statistic that tells the storv 
of the game is shots onl net 
The Rams blasted 23 shots at 
UNffs bewildered goalie, Gordon 
Tuttle, while UNH managed only 
seven. 
And altho'tigh Ram Rich Lubin 
was forced to make more saves 
than Tuttle ( 7 to 6 l, the agiount 
of scoring opportunities which 
resulted from URI's 23 shots 
were far greater than that of 
UNH's . 
"They're a very good team," 
said UNH coach Art Young. "In-
dividually they are superior in within the 18 yard mark. They 
skill and we knew that. ' scored from the sides. too. That 's 
"Thev moved the ball well, their forte ." 
and they were very effective Every Ram tally came from 
UNH co-captain Scott Davis slides in front of a' URI defender 
during action Friday afternoon. The Wildcats lost again, 3-0. 
( Lee Hunsaker photo) 
the right side. 
L,en Mercurio popped; in the 
first goal when he outNced a 
Cat defender and slid the ball 
und~rneath a slidingTutt!e - Dan 
Mc<;rudden added anoth~-twen-
ty minutes later, when he blast-
ed , home a pass from Otto 
Sc~wartz, who had worked the 
baH in from the right baseline. 
Rhode Island 's final tally came 
at 34:09 of the first half, when 
Mercurio worked the ball in a-
gain from the right baseline, l9ft-
ed a high shot, and watched as 
the Cats and Rams battled tff· 
head the ball. 
Wildcat Dick Kiernan's at-
tempt to head the ball clear of the 
net backfired, and the co-captain 
found himself scoring against his 
own team. 
Surprisingly, URI coach Geza 
Henni didn't expect to win by the 
three goal margin. 
"I think they're a very good 
team, New Hampshire," he said. 
"I checked the records and 
they 'ye lost many games by only 
one goal. Those kind of games · 
can go either way. '' 
The-domination of the game by 
the B,ams, however , came as no 
surprise to Henni . 
"I knew we'd dominate the 
game," he said. "There's no such 
thing as controlling it for 90 min-
utes , because momentum goes 
back and forth. But we had three 
goals quickly and we could sit on 
that." 
six different men , and they all 
hung onto the ball despite taking 
some hard shots by the UNH 
secondary. 
Tosches' third quarter touch-
down pass to Dave Frageorgia 
put the Rams ahead for the first 
time in the game, 21-14. 
The Wildcats came back with 
12 minutes left in the fourth 
quarter, when quarterback Jeff 
Allen reared back and heaved 
a long bomb for Lee Pope. URI's 
John Weber tipped the ball up 
and Pope grabbed the deflection 
and raced in for the score. 
It was one of the few bright 
spots in a miserable day for Al-
len, who hit on only 32 per cent 
of his passes (7-22, 101 yards) 
However, the potential game-
tying extra point never came off. 
Juot ao tho Cato got a break 
with Pope's touchdown, the 
breaks went the other 'way when 
Grady Vigneau's snap from cen-
ter was low and to the right of 
Pope, the holder . 
Art Illman never had a chance 
to kick the ball. It squirted away 
and UNH's last scoring opportun-
ity was gone. 
"We were emotionally ready to 
play," said UNH heactcoach Bill 
Bowes . "They jµst played excep-
tionally today . We ·knew what 
was at stake, but they just con-
trolled the ball and k.eiit our of-
fense off the field." 




.By Lee Hunsaker 
It took a while to do it, but the 
UNH hockey team exploded Sun-
day night with offensive surges 
reminiscent of last year's nation-
ally ranked sauad. 
The Wildcats defeated a stubborn 
Lowell University 8-5. 
The game, which had started 
as a high scoring shoot-out, el}ded 
in near fisticuffs. Many eruptions 
occurred in the third periocf _ 
Lowell had tested the Wildcat's 
green defense early in the first 
period and opened up a 4-2 lead . 
"The whole team was shaky in 
the first period,' ' said UNH goalie 
Mark Evans, "especially me. But 
we settled down in the second and 
third periods," 
Evans was tagged for four 
goals on 11 shots by Lowell in the 
first period. 
''Those four goals came on mis-
takes," said UNH forward Bob 
Gould, who had a hat trick on the 
night. "We gave up the puck a 
little too much-in the corners." 
The second arid third periods 
brought back images of last year. 
The play opened up, the passing 
started to connect, the defense 
played aggressive hockey. 
"They ('the .defense) had a little 
trouble keeping the man from 
in front," said Evans, "because 
of the larger crease this year. 
That's why there was a iot of 
pushing. But they began to take 
the man in the corner and started 
hitting." 
, A new rule in college hockey 
this year has changed the conven-
tional rectangular crease to a 
larger semi-circle, the same kind 
used in international hockey. 
· "I'm not too displeased," said 
UNH cO'ach Charlie Holt "The 
lines aren't settled yet and we 
haven't _ seen (Jon) Fontas, 
(Frank) Barth and Waghorn. 
They (Lowell) were more pre-
pared than us." 
"We haven't played that much 
together," said Jeff Beany, a 
freshman center who had a goal 
and an assist "Some of the lines 
have played only once in prac-
tice,'' 
Holt went with four lines -Sun 
day, playing 23 skaters 
altogether. · 
